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Abstract
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Humans learn to perform tasks such as language understanding and visual perception, remarkably, without any annotations and from limited amounts of weakly supervised co-occurring sensory information. Meanwhile, state-of-the-art machine learning models—which aim to challenge these human learning abilities—require large amounts of labelled training data to enable successful generalisation. Multimodal one-shot learning is an effort towards closing this gap on human intelligence, whereby we propose benchmark tasks for machine learning systems investigating whether they are capable of performing cross-modal matching from limited weakly supervised data. Specifically, we consider spoken word learning with co-occurring visual context in a one-shot setting, where an agent must learn novel concepts (words and object categories from a single joint audio-visual example. In this thesis, we make the following contributions: (i) we propose and formalise multimodal one-shot learning of speech and images; (ii) we develop two cross-modal matching benchmark datasets for evaluation, the first containing spoken digits paired with handwritten digits, and the second containing complex natural images paired with spoken words; and (iii) we investigate a number of models within two frameworks, one extending unimodal models to the multimodal case, and the other learning joint audio-visual models. Finally, we show that jointly modelling spoken words paired with images enables a novel multimodal gradient update within a meta-learning algorithm for fast adaptation to novel concepts. This model outperforms our other approaches on our most difficult benchmark with a cross-modal matching accuracy of 40.3% for 10-way 5-shot learning. Although we show that there is room for significant improvement, the goal of this work is to encourage further development on this challenging task. We hope to achieve this by defining a standard problem setting with tasks which may be used to benchmark other approaches.
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Die mens het die merkwaardige vermoë om taal en visuele konsepte aan te leer son-der geannoteerde afrigdata deur gebruik te maak van swak toesig in die vorm van parallèle sensoriese intreee. Intussen benodig die beste getoesigde masjienleermo-delle massiewe geannoteerde datastelle om na nuwe intrees. Multimodale eenskootmasjienleer is ’n poging om die gaping tussen die vermoëns van masjienleermodelle te oorbrug. Hier stel ons ’n aantal standaard toetse voor om te bepaal of nuwe masjienleerstelsels die vermoë het om kruismodale passing uit te voer uit slegs ’n paar voorbeelde met beperkte toesig. Meer spesifiek ondersoek ons hoe gesproke woorde wat met ooreenstemmende visuele konsepte voorkom, saam aangeleer kan word in ’n eenskootopstelling waar ’n masjien nuwe konsepte (woord en objekskategorieë uit ’n enkele gesamentlike oudiovisuele voorbeeld) moet aanleer. Ons maak die volgende bydraes: (i ons formaliseer multimodale eenskootmasjienleer uit spraak en beeld; (ii ons ontwikkel twee datastelle wat dien as maatstawwe om kruismodale passing te evalueer: die eerste datastel bestaan uit gesproke syfers met gepaardgaande handgeskrewe syfers en die tweede bestaan uit meer komplekse fotos met geïsoleerde woorde; en (iii ons ondersoek verskeie masjienleermodelle in twee opstellings: een waar enkelmodale modelle uitgebrei word na die multimodale geval en die ander waar oudiovisuele modelle gesamentlik afgerig word. Laastens ondersoek ons die gesamentlike aanleer van gesproke woorde met gepaardgaande visuele konsepte deur gebruik te maak van ’n meta-leer-algoritme. Hierdie model waar die beste in ons moeilikste toetsomgewing, met ’n kruismodale passingsakku-raatheid van 40.3% vir 10-rigting 5-skoot masjienleer. Ons hoop dat deur hierdie probleem formeel te definieer en standaard toets beskikbaar te stel, ons verdere navorsing in hierdie nuwe en uitdagende veld sal aanmoedig.
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1 | Introduction

Ancora Imparo
“I am still learning”
— Michelangelo, age 87

Humans possess the remarkable ability to learn new words and object categories from only one or a few examples (Carey, 1978; Carey and Bartlett, 1978; Markson and Bloom, 1997). This may be observed in children: a child hearing the word “lego” (/ˈlɛɡoʊ/) for the first time in the context of receiving a new toy, can quickly learn to associate the spoken word “lego” to the new (visual) concept lego. Current state-of-the-art speech and vision processing algorithms require thousands of labelled examples to complete a similar task (Ngiam et al., 2011), despite the major advances deep learning has made in speech processing (Hinton et al., 2012) and computer vision (Krizhevsky et al., 2012). This has lead to research in one-shot learning (Fei-Fei et al., 2006; Lake et al., 2011, 2013, 2014, 2015; Koch et al., 2015), where the task is acquisition of novel concepts from only one or a few labelled examples. How can we build intelligent agents that are capable of efficiently learning new spoken words and visual objects from a single experience?

1.1 Motivation

One-shot learning studies have primarily focused on problems where novel concepts in a single modality are observed along with class labels. This is different from the example above: the child directly associates the spoken word “lego” to the visual signal of lego without any additional supervision (e.g. class labels), and can generalise this single example to other visual or spoken instances of lego. Similarly, a child hearing the word “dog” (/dɔɡ/) in reference to an animal the child has not seen before, may quickly infer that the concept dog generalises to Labrador, German Shepherd and other dog breeds. Humans successfully learn without access to thousands of labelled data samples for each specific task—the focus of unimodal one-shot learning studies. More interestingly, as demonstrated in these examples, they do so without any strong supervisory signals. This motivates multimodal one-shot learning, a new problem setting which we formalise in this thesis. Consider an agent such as a household robot that is shown a single visual example of milk,
eggs, butter and a mug, novel objects each paired with a spoken description. During subsequent use, a speech query is given and the agent needs to identify which visual object the query refers to. The specific speech query and visual objects in this testing phase are different instances from those observed before; the agent must effectively generalise from the joint audio-visual examples presented in the learning phase.

Learning to recognise new words and object categories in the one-shot setting is motivated by our observation of humans. In cognitive psychology, research has shown that both children and adults are capable of learning novel words from only one or a few exposures; retaining knowledge for a period of time by a process known as fast mapping (Carey, 1978; Carey and Bartlett, 1978; Markson and Bloom, 1997). Importantly, this mechanism of word learning is observed in the presence of some informative context—for example, a visual object. While it is postulated that word learning ensues in co-occurring context, it is difficult to pinpoint how humans manage to do this in complex natural settings which offer many interpretable meanings. Trueswell et al. (2013) suggest that humans learn words in this setting by following a one-trial procedure, followed by verification, building on their prior experiences. This form of one-trial learning has also been observed in Bayesian modelling of word learning (Frank et al., 2009). The multimodal one-shot learning problem follows naturally, as we question whether we may develop a machine learning system which exhibits a similar ability to quickly learn novel words and visual objects in such complex settings from only co-occurring context. Such a system is desirable in its ability to learn from limited information, reducing the need for large labelled datasets typically required by data-hungry neural networks, as well as enabling continual learning of new concepts in online settings. Additionally, this could aid further research on human language acquisition. Expanding on Harwath et al. (2020), we believe that humans provide living proof of language acquisition from spoken words and visual perception without additional supervision and from limited data—thus it is plausible for a machine learning system.

This setting is relevant in a number of domains: modelling infant language acquisition, where models can be used to test particular cognitive hypotheses (Rässänen and Rasilo, 2015); low-resource speech processing, where new concepts could be taught in an arbitrary language (Besacier et al., 2014); cross-modal retrieval, where a single audio-visual template pair could be used to enable retrieval of images similar to a novel spoken query (Harwath et al., 2016); and robotics, where novel concepts must be acquired online from co-occurring multimodal sensory inputs (Walter et al., 2012; Taniguchi et al., 2016; Thomason and Knepper, 2016; Renkens and Van hamme, 2017, 2018).

1.2 Problem Statement

In this thesis, we do not attempt to model human language acquisition nor solve this problem for our artificial agents. Instead, we present multimodal one-shot learning and benchmarks as a step toward the goal of intelligent agents with more human-
like learning abilities. We specifically consider multimodal one-shot learning on datasets of spoken words paired with images.\footnote{Although the focus of this thesis is on speech and images, the multimodal one-shot learning problem is applicable to any source of paired information in multiple modalities.} During a multimodal one-shot learning \textit{episode}, a model is shown a set of speech-image pairs, one for each of the novel concepts it should learn. This set, which we refer to as the \textit{support set}, is acquired before the model is evaluated and must be used to learn the new concepts (i.e. spoken words and visual objects). To evaluate the effectiveness of the multimodal one-shot learner, we perform a cross-modal matching task: during testing, the model is shown a spoken word, called the \textit{query}, and a set of test images, called the \textit{matching set}. The test query and matching set contain unseen instances of concepts seen in the support set. The model then needs to predict which test image in the matching set corresponds to the spoken query. We refer to this downstream evaluation task as \textit{cross-modal matching of speech to images}. In assessing this task, we propose two benchmark datasets from which multimodal one-shot learning episodes are sampled. The first contains isolated spoken digits paired with handwritten digit images—an “MNIST” of weakly supervised audio-visual learning. The second contains natural images paired with spoken keywords—a more realistic and complex setting.

1.3 \textbf{Approach}

We approach this problem within two simple frameworks: (i) indirect matching of speech to images and (ii) direct matching of speech to images. The indirect matching framework extends existing unimodal one-shot learning models to the multimodal case. This is achieved by unimodal comparisons through the support set. Given an input speech query, we find the closest speech segment in the support set. We then take its paired support image as an auxiliary query, and find its closest image in the matching set. This image is predicted as the match. Metrics for speech-speech and image-image comparisons need to be defined, and this is where we take advantage of the large body of work in unimodal one-shot learning to investigate several options. One approach is to use labelled background training data not containing any of the classes which will be seen during one-shot learning. Using such speech and image background data, we specifically investigate Siamese neural networks (Bromley \textit{et al.}, 1994; Chopra \textit{et al.}, 2005) as a way to explicitly train unimodal distance metrics. We also incorporate recently proposed advances (Koch \textit{et al.}, 2015; Chechik \textit{et al.}, 2010; Wang \textit{et al.}, 2014; Hermann and Blunsom, 2014; Hoffer and Ailon, 2015; Schroff \textit{et al.}, 2015; Hermans \textit{et al.}, 2017) for such networks. One disadvantage of this approach is the unimodal distance metrics cannot be fine-tuned on multimodal one-shot support samples. As a result, these models may not take full advantage of the learning samples; in addition, learning may not scale as we observe more learning samples in a few-shot setting.

The direct matching framework considers models that jointly learn audio-visual representations so that we may match speech to images directly. The aim of this
approach is to improve on the indirect matching framework with models which may be fine-tuned on the weakly supervised multimodal one-shot support set. Similar to before, this approach uses weakly supervised background data. We investigate deep audio-visual embedding networks (DAVEnet) (Harwath et al., 2018) to train a multimodal distance metric. Following this, we investigate a novel extension of the popular model-agnostic meta-learning algorithm (MAML) (Finn et al., 2017a) to allow for fast adaptation in the weakly supervised multimodal case. The MAML algorithm has been shown to generalise better on few-shot and out-of-distribution tasks (Finn and Levine, 2018).

Common to both of these frameworks is the use of background data to train a model that learns to adapt to novel concepts. Once again, this is similar to how humans learn. A baby does not immediately know how to speak, understand language and identify visual objects. Instead, humans must learn by building on their prior experience with such tasks. The type of experience is also important, since knowing how to walk will not enable a child to quickly learn a new language. Then the one-shot tasks that we are interested in must be similar to the prior experience that our models are trained on. In other words, the background data should be sampled from an underlying data-generating distribution similar to that of the one-shot tasks. There is still no free lunch. While the current paradigm in machine learning is to train an expert on one specific task—e.g. recognising a specific set of spoken words or visual objects—we aim to enable agents that continually learn new tasks, building on prior knowledge and from very little data.

1.4 Thesis Overview

This thesis is organised in parts. In Part I we discuss the foundations of multimodal one-shot learning. In Part II we introduce an indirect modelling approach and evaluate models on multimodal digits benchmark tasks. Finally, in Part III we introduce a direct modelling approach and evaluate models on complex multimodal natural setting benchmark tasks. The individual chapters of this thesis proceed as follows:

Part I

- In Chapter 2, we look at the one-shot learning problem, followed by our formal definition of multimodal one-shot learning. We also describe a cross-modal matching evaluation task.
- In Chapter 3, we provide a brief overview of the literature related to multimodal one-shot learning of speech and images.

Part II

- In Chapter 4, we introduce a framework for multimodal one-shot learning relying on indirect matching via unimodal comparisons. Specifically, we inves-
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Chapter 1.

In Chapter 5, we propose and evaluate multimodal one-shot learning benchmark tasks on handwritten digits paired with spoken digits. We show that our indirect matching models achieve reasonable results, but suffer from compounding errors as a result of successive unimodal comparisons.

Part III

• In Chapter 6, we introduce an improved framework for multimodal one-shot learning which makes use of a joint mapping to directly match speech and images. To achieve this, we investigate deep audio-visual embedding networks and a weakly supervised multimodal variant of model-agnostic meta-learning.
• In Chapter 7, we propose and evaluate multimodal one-shot learning benchmark tasks on natural images paired with spoken words. We present results for both our direct and indirect modelling approaches, showing that the direct matching models improve results on five-shot tasks as they may be fine-tuned directly on multimodal learning samples.
• Finally, we present a summary of our conclusions in Chapter 8.

Chapters 2, 4 and 5 cover work published previously as Eloff et al. (2019).

1.5 Contributions

Our main contribution is the formal definition of multimodal one-shot learning. We also develop two one-shot cross-modal matching datasets that may be used to benchmark other approaches. As an intermediate evaluation in our work, we consider unimodal one-shot speech and image classification. Apart from Lake et al. (2014), this thesis is to our knowledge the only work that considers one-shot unimodal learning of spoken language. We present several new models and baselines not considered in Lake et al. (2014). A subset of the work in this thesis appeared previously as Eloff et al. (2019) in a paper titled “Multimodal One-shot Learning of Speech and Images”, presented at the IEEE International Conference on Acoustics, Speech and Signal Processing. Overall, the goal of this thesis is to motivate others to work on multimodal one-shot learning, which we hope will provide solutions to some of the hardest problems we currently face in machine learning.

To summarise, we make the following core contributions:
• We introduce and formalise the multimodal one-shot learning problem in the context of modelling speech and images.
• We define a cross-modal matching task which may be used to evaluate models for multimodal one-shot learning.
• We propose an indirect matching framework for one-shot cross-modal matching of speech to images, extending unimodal one-shot learning models to the multimodal case.

• We investigate several models within the indirect matching framework, specifically considering direct feature matching, transfer learning with neural network classifiers and metric learning with Siamese neural networks.

• We develop a simple benchmark dataset for multimodal one-shot learning containing spoken digits paired with handwritten digit images, which we use to evaluate our indirect matching models. This results in a number of baselines which may be used to benchmark other approaches.

• We release the splits for the digits benchmark dataset and the code to reproduce the experiments on this dataset as a contribution. The code recipe for the digits experiments is publicly available at: https://github.com/rpeloff/multimodal-one-shot-learning

• We propose a direct matching framework for one-shot cross-modal matching of speech to images, where we apply joint audio-visual models for comparing speech to images directly.

• We investigate several models within the direct matching framework, specifically considering end-to-end architectures which model speech and images in a joint audio-visual space. We accomplish this by investigating joint speech-image metric learning with deep audio-visual embedding networks. Furthermore we investigate a novel extension of multimodal model-agnostic meta-learning to the multimodal case to explicitly train such networks which learn to learn from small amounts of speech paired with images and no labels.

• We develop a more complex and realistic benchmark dataset for multimodal one-shot learning containing natural images paired with spoken words, which we use to evaluate our indirect and direct matching models. This results in a new baselines which may be used to benchmark other approaches.

• We release the splits for the natural speech-image benchmark dataset and the code to reproduce the experiments on this dataset as a contribution. The code recipe for the natural speech-image experiments is publicly available at: https://github.com/rpeloff/moonshot

• We consider one-shot unimodal modelling of spoken digits and natural spoken words. To our knowledge, this thesis is the only work that considers one-shot unimodal learning of spoken language, apart from Lake et al. (2014) who did not consider the neural network models that we investigate.
Part I

Foundations
2 | Multimodal One-Shot Learning

Why shoot for the moon? It matters because when you try to do something radically hard, you approach the problem differently than when you try to make something incrementally better.
— Astro Teller

In this chapter we first describe the unimodal one-shot learning problem as defined in prior work. Thereafter, we provide our interpretation and formal definition of multimodal one-shot learning, which we refer to as MOONSHOT (Multimodal ONe-SHOT learning). Finally, we describe a cross-modal matching task which we use to evaluate our MOONSHOT modelling approaches.

2.1 The One-Shot Learning Problem

The goal of unimodal one-shot learning is to build a model that can acquire new concepts after observing only a single labelled example from each class. This model must then successfully generalise to new instances of those concepts in tasks such as classification or regression.

For instance, given one example for each of 10 unique digit images, with labels, the task is to learn from these limited examples such that unseen instances of test digit images may be correctly classified. Formally, in an \(L\)-way one-shot episode a model is shown a support set \(S = \{(x(i), y(i))\}_{i=1}^{L}\), containing one labelled example for each of \(L\) classes. From this set, it must learn a classifier \(C_S\) for unseen test queries \(\hat{x}\). This is illustrated in Figure 2.1 for five-way one-shot speech classification. In this case the support set \(S\) contains spoken utterances along with hard textual labels. A model must use this information to classify the spoken test query “two” (/tu/) as the concept label two. Note that the test-time query does not occur in the support set itself—it is an unseen instance of a class occurring in the support set.

Evaluating a one-shot learner proceeds by sampling a number of \(L\)-way one-shot episodes (or tasks) \(T\) from a distribution over tasks \(p(T)\) that we are interested in. For each episode, first adapt the model on support set \(S\), then test model classification accuracy on the set of queries \(Q = \{(\hat{x})\}_{i=1}^{N}\). Finally, report the expectation
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across episode scores. It is important to note that a one-shot learner may not accumulate experience across episodes during evaluation—before continuing to the next episode, the model must be reset to its state prior to learning from the current support set.

2.2 Defining Multimodal One-Shot Learning

We now extend unimodal one-shot learning to fit Multimodal ONe-SHOT learning (MOONSHOT). Instead of a labelled unimodal support set, we are now given features in multiple modalities with the only supervisory signal being that these features co-occur. In our case we consider speech and images as the two modalities, although this may be applied to any source of paired multi-sensory information. Consider, for example, a user teaching a robot novel speech-image correspondences by presenting a single paired example per class. The user might provide one example for each of the concepts milk, eggs and butter. The robot must successfully learn these concepts such that it generalises to new instances of the spoken words and visual objects. A new user might utter the query “milk” to which the robot should be able to visually identify milk even if this object is different to the instance seen during learning. Formally, in an $L$-way one-shot episode we are given a multimodal support set $S = \{ (x_a^{(i)}, x_v^{(i)}) \}_{i=1}^L$, where each spoken caption $x_a^{(i)} \in \mathcal{A}$ (audio space) is paired with an image $x_v^{(i)} \in \mathcal{V}$ (vision space). The goal is to leverage the paired association between these limited examples such that a model quickly adapts to novel instances of these concepts.
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Figure 2.2: Multimodal one-shot learning and matching of speech and images.

2.3 CROSS-MODAL MATCHING OF SPEECH TO IMAGES

During test-time, following MOONSHOT, a model is presented with a test query in one modality, and asked to determine the matching item in a test (or matching) set in the other modality. This is related to cross-modal retrieval tasks (Kashyap, 2017; Wang et al., 2018; Eisenschtat and Wolf, 2017) used to evaluate multimodal networks. Formally, as defined by Kashyap (2017) to evaluate their multimodal network, we match query $\hat{x}_a$ in one modality (speech) to a matching set $M_v = \{(\hat{x}_v)\}_{i=1}^N$ in the other modality (images) according to some metric $D_S(\hat{x}_a, \hat{x}_v)$ that is learned from the support set $S$ during the MOONSHOT phase. Neither the query $\hat{x}_a$ nor the items in the matching set $M_v$ occur exactly in the support set $S$. We refer to this task as one-shot cross-modal matching. In this thesis we consider one-shot matching where $N = L$, such that the matching set contains one instance for each of the $L$ classes in the support set. This task is illustrated in Figure 2.2, where the support set $S$ contains spoken utterances paired with images and no labels. Here a MOONSHOT model must use this paired information to match the spoken query “two” most similar to the image of a two in the matching set. Evaluating a MOONSHOT model on this task follows the same procedure as described for unimodal one-shot classification in §2.1, reporting cross-modal matching accuracy.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Terminology</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\mathcal{T}$</td>
<td>episode (or task)</td>
<td>one- or few-shot learning episode of novel concepts a model must adapt to</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$p(\mathcal{T})$</td>
<td>task distribution</td>
<td>distribution over one-shot learning tasks from which episodes are sampled</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S$</td>
<td>support set</td>
<td>training data for episode $\mathcal{T}$ containing $L$ classes, $K$ examples per class (unimodal or multimodal)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Q$</td>
<td>query set</td>
<td>testing data for episode $\mathcal{T}$ containing unseen instances of the $L$ task classes (speech or images)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\mathcal{M}$</td>
<td>matching set</td>
<td>testing data for episode $\mathcal{T}$ containing one instance for each of the $L$ task classes, in different modality from the query set, and for cross-modal matching</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_S$</td>
<td>classifier</td>
<td>one-shot classification model for episode $\mathcal{T}$ adapted on unimodal support set $S$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D_S$</td>
<td>metric</td>
<td>one-shot cross-modal metric model for episode $\mathcal{T}$ adapted on multimodal support set $S$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Table 2.1: Multimodal one-shot learning terminology.

**2.4 Few-Shot Learning of Speech and Images**

One-shot learning can be generalised to $K$-shot learning, where, in the unimodal case, a model is shown a support set containing $L$ novel classes and $K$ examples per class. This is also referred to as few-shot learning. In multimodal $L$-way $K$-shot learning, the support set $S = \{(x_u^{(i)}, x_v^{(i)})\}_{i=1}^{L \times K}$ consists of $K$ speech-image example pairs for each of the $L$ classes. Evaluating a multimodal $K$-shot learner follows as before, and the matching set contains one instance for each of the $L$ classes. This would occur, for instance, when a user teaches a robot speech-image correspondences by presenting it with multiple paired examples per class. In a 3-way 5-shot task, a robot matching spoken queries to visual instances could have a speech-image support set with five examples for each of the concepts milk, eggs and butter. A summary of the one-shot terminology and notation used within this thesis is shown in Table 2.1.
3 | Related Work

In this chapter we review work related to the Multimodal ONe-SHOT learning (MOONSHOT) problem. We first review one-shot learning observed in humans during language acquisition and cognitive modelling of these learning abilities (§3.1). We then review unimodal one-shot learning literature particularly in the predominant case of computer vision (§3.2). Thereafter, we investigate one-shot learning in other domains (§3.3) and more recent meta-learning approaches to one-shot learning (§3.4). Finally, we briefly review zero-shot learning (§3.5) and multimodal representation learning (§3.6) which are also related to this work.

3.1 One-Shot Learning Observed in Humans and Cognitive Modelling

Many studies in the cognitive science community have investigated human language acquisition. We have previously discussed research on fast mapping (§1.1), whereby children and adults may learn novel words from a single exposure (Carey, 1978; Carey and Bartlett, 1978; Markson and Bloom, 1997; Halberda, 2006). For example, Markson and Bloom (1997) demonstrate in a series of experiments on adults and three- and four-year old children that when learning a novel name or fact paired with an unfamiliar object, they were capable of successfully recalling the pair immediately after exposure, as well as after a 1-week and 1-month delay. Notably, these results also suggest that fast mapping is not limited to language and may be the result of human learning and memory abilities. Later work by Trueswell et al. (2013) investigates how adults may learn novel words in ambiguous settings. Here the authors propose humans learn in a one-trial procedure which they dub propose-but-verify: In an experiment, adult participants are shown a so-called nonce word, a novel word used for this single occasion, in a sequence of learning trials which contain ambiguous visual context and must correctly guess the referent—the item to which the word refers. This is illustrated in Figure 3.1 where the word “zud” is presented in two learning trials containing five alternative visual items, with the intended meaning bear. Participants who chose the correct referent (the bear) on
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the first trial were likely to make the same correct choice on the second trial where it appears again. However, if a participant was incorrect on the first trial and selected, for example, the door, then they were unlikely to store the alternative word meanings which would allow them to correlate the bear among the two learning trials. Instead humans continue to perform with chance accuracy until they make a correct choice which they may confirm in a subsequent trial. Yet, these results are paradoxical with the observations of fast mapping since it may take many incorrect attempts before learning occurs in this setting of high uncertainty. This is attributed to the the type of contextual evidence provided in this experiment which simulates the earliest stages of word learning. Infants must initially undergo a slow learning task whereby they build up a database of words and linguistic knowledge. It is this prior experience that allows children and adults to lock onto the correct referent for novel words encountered in the natural world after one or a few encounters.

Computational work on human language acquisition reinforces the findings presented above. Bayesian word learner models have been shown to acquire novel words from a single exposure by building on the learner’s previous experience (Frank et al., 2009). In a similar vein, Fazly et al. (2010) develop a probabilistic model which learns to align words with their referent semantic elements in a paired “scene” of meaning words. This model successfully selects the correct referent when queried with a novel word and manages to retain knowledge after a single trial, consistent with the human fast mapping observations. Work by Lake et al. (2019), similar to Paperno et al. (2016), stresses that our best machine learning algorithms do not generalise in the way humans do: experiments show that humans successfully learn compositional instructions in a few-shot setting, whereas sequence-to-sequence recurrent neural networks fail to generalise to test data. Most related to the work we present here, Lazaridou et al. (2014) investigates cross-modal learning of visual-semantic
embeddings for a fast mapping variant of zero-shot learning: a learner is presented an unseen object and must find the correct referent word in limited linguistic context. This is actually the opposite of fast mapping in cognitive psychology where a learner is exposed to a new word and must find the correct referent object. As an example of this task, Figure 3.2 (a) shows a *wampimuk* with the linguistic context “We found a cute, hairy *wampimuk* sleeping behind the tree”. From this statement it is likely that a wampimuk is a small animal. Projecting the visual object onto linguistic space and finding its nearest neighbour we get the zero-shot label “degus”, as shown in Figure 3.2 (b).

In the fast mapping zero-shot task, the learner looks at only the limited linguistic context within linguistic space and should find that the visual objects projection vector is closest to the word “wampimuk”; this is shown in Figure 3.2 (b) with the green vectors removed. Lazaridou *et al.* motivate their work with concerns on current successful language models learning entirely from word co-occurrence, arguing that language should be grounded for cognitively plausible models. As a means of communication words are intended to refer to things in the real world (Abbott, 2010). Similar in spirit, the cross-modal matching of speech to images in the MOONSHOT setting may be viewed as investigating an audio-visual fast mapping task. Specifically a learner must learn to match unseen instances of novel spoken words to their correct referent objects following a single exposure. We also note the importance of a learner’s prior experience in the language acquisition literature. This leads us to develop models within the framework of transfer learning (Caruana, 1997), where models are trained on some form of source task and encode common knowledge among this task such that it may be applied to some unseen task. We discuss transfer learning in more detail in §4.3. Here we build on prior experience with learning spoken words and visual objects to efficiently learn new concepts in complex natural settings.
3.2 Unimodal Vision One-Shot Learning

Most one-shot learning studies have been primarily interested in image classification. Seminal work focused on Bayesian modelling approaches (Fei-Fei et al., 2006; Lake et al., 2011, 2013, 2014) which make use of problem specific feature engineering or inference procedures. For example, Lake et al. (2015) introduce Bayesian program learning (BPL) which uses specialised stroke information of handwritten characters to perform tasks such as one-shot character classification and generation of new samples for a novel character after a single exposure. Koch et al. (2015) demonstrate that Siamese neural networks (Bromley et al., 1994; Chopra et al., 2005) trained to learn a suitable metric achieve impressive results on the one-shot classification of handwritten characters. A Siamese model consists of two or three network branches with the same architecture and shared parameters among the branches. These tied networks are trained in the framework of metric learning to explicitly learn how to effectively compare inputs. We provide a detailed discussion of Siamese neural networks and metric learning in §4.4. Although BPL was shown to perform better on the same task—3.3% error for BPL versus 8.0% error for Siamese neural networks—it has the advantage of specialised stroke information as a prior for the character drawing process. On the other hand, Siamese neural networks do not make any assumptions on the underlying data distribution and learn to compare novel handwritten character images completely from scratch. This advantage is due to the generalisable composite features learned by neural network layers (Bengio and LeCun, 2007; Donahue et al., 2014), combined with the ability to rapidly acquire new examples in non-parametric models (in this case nearest neighbours). See, for example (Salakhutdinov and Hinton, 2007). Furthermore, simply learning features relevant for nearest neighbour comparison alleviates the problem of catastrophic forgetting inherent to neural networks (French, 1999; Kirkpatrick et al., 2017), where previously learned information is lost as new information is acquired.

Apart from Siamese models (Koch et al., 2015), which is the focus of our indirect matching framework (§4.1), other metric learning based approaches have been proposed (Vinyals et al., 2016; Shyam et al., 2017; Snell et al., 2017) which build on advances in attention and memory mechanisms for neural networks (Bahdanau et al., 2015; Weston et al., 2015). Along with the more recent meta-learning (which we discuss later in §3.4) approaches (Santoro et al., 2016; Finn et al., 2017a; Mishra et al., 2018), these have each produced improvements on one-shot image classification tasks. However, only small improvements have been made over Siamese networks: Finn et al. (2017a) developed a model-agnostic meta-learning algorithm (MAML) which achieved state-of-the-art results at the time with only 1.4% increase in accuracy over Siamese networks for a 5-way 1-shot learning task. However, MAML is shown to be superior on more difficult tasks. For this reason, we focus first on extending Siamese neural networks to the MOONSHOT problem (see Chapter 2) and investigate recent advances for these networks. In particular, we consider Siamese triplet networks (Chechik et al., 2010; Wang et al., 2014; Hoffer and Ailon, 2015;
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Schroff et al., 2015; Hermans et al., 2017) (§4.4). Later we investigate the MAML algorithm for the MOONSHOT problem (§6.3).

3.3 One-Shot Learning in Other Domains

A number of one-shot studies have considered other domains, such as robotics (Walter et al., 2012; Finn et al., 2017b), video (Stafylakis and Tzimiropoulos, 2018), gesture recognition (Wu et al., 2012; Thomason and Knepper, 2016), language modelling (Vinyals et al., 2016) and many more. Lake et al. (2014) investigated one-shot speech learning using a generative hierarchical hidden Markov model to recognise novel words from learned primitives. This Bayesian model is based on prior work (Lake et al., 2013) in vision and has displayed strong results, however it relies on prior knowledge of the input data structure (e.g. character strokes and speech phonemes) and may not generalise to other tasks. We consider Siamese neural networks for one-shot unimodal modelling of spoken language to automatically extract speech features that enable fast adaptation from only few examples of novel words.

There has been work on extending one-shot learning to weakly supervised (Yu et al., 2018) and semi-supervised (Ren et al., 2018) settings. In weakly supervised modelling we attempt to build models which may learn from weaker forms of supervision without direct labels. For example, in MOONSHOT we consider the case of weakly supervised speech and images where there are no labels but the co-occurrence between these modalities serves as a weak supervisory signal. Semi-supervised learning is related, where we have a portion of training data that is labelled as well as a large dataset of unlabelled data. Usually the labelled data is used to learn some mechanism of labelling the unlabelled data so that it may be used for training a model. Both of these studies have focussed on unimodal vision tasks and make use of some form of fully supervised objective to guide the weakly and semi-supervised tasks. The MOONSHOT setting is different in that we consider multiple modalities without any supervision and only co-occurring context.

3.4 One-Shot Learning with Meta-Learning

Meta-learning—also referred to as learning to learn—has had a surge of interest in recent years and demonstrated some of the most intriguing results on one-shot learning tasks (Vinyals et al., 2016; Santoro et al., 2016; Finn et al., 2017a; Mishra et al., 2018). Conventional learning algorithms optimise an objective for a single task such as automatic speech recognition. With meta-learning we take a different approach and optimise an objective that learns how to learn new tasks quickly and from few examples. This is different to multi-task learning where a single model must learn a number of related tasks using the shared signal as an inductive bias (e.g. a robot learning to grip a lego block and open a door) (Caruana, 1997). Crucially, multi-task learning makes use of a shared representation among training tasks so that a model
can leverage information learned for each task to support learning of the other tasks. Meta-learning focusses instead on the distillation of training tasks into a prior that enables a model to efficiently learn new tasks from small amounts of data (Finn, 2018). One successful approach to meta-learning for one-shot learning is the multi-modal model-agnostic meta-learning algorithm (MAML) (Finn et al., 2017a) which was mentioned earlier. MAML receives its apt name due to the fact that it may be applied to any model architecture and learning problem which is trained with gradient descent. The idea behind MAML is to train a model across a diverse set of training tasks that optimises for initial parameters which generalise well when fine-tuned for one or a few gradient steps on a new task. This simple algorithm has achieved impressive results on one-shot tasks such as sinusoid regression, image classification and reinforcement learning. Other domains have also begun to adopt MAML, for example low-resource neural machine translation (Gu et al., 2018) and robot imitation learning (Finn et al., 2017b). We investigate a novel extension of the MAML algorithm in conjunction with a joint audio-visual model that learns to learn from weakly supervised multimodal speech paired with images ($\S$6.3).

### 3.5 Zero-Shot Learning

Zero-shot learning is a similar topic that investigates agents which may generalise to previously unseen classes without any additional training data (Palatucci et al., 2009; Socher et al., 2013). While closely linked, this is different to one-shot learning since a model does not see any examples from the test classes to learn from. For example, Frome et al. (2013) develop a deep visual-semantic embedding model (DeViSE) which learns joint embeddings from images and unannotated text. Using DeViSE, the authors show that it is possible to make zero-shot inferences about thousands of image labels not seen during training. This is similar to our work on joint audio-visual modelling for the MOONSHOT problem and we show that these models are capable of zero-shot inferences ($\S$6.1).

### 3.6 Multimodal Representation Learning

Our work is also related to learning multimodal representations from paired images and speech (Ngiam et al., 2011; Harwath et al., 2016; Leidal et al., 2017; Kamper et al., 2019; Kashyap, 2017). We are particularly inspired by the use of unlabelled speech, where weaker supervision is obtained in the form of co-occurring images. These studies have shown that this task is possible and that suitable neural network models may acquire language in this setting. We extend this research to the one-shot domain. The cross-modal matching of speech to images (see Chapter 2) is similar to cross-modal retrieval (Rasiwasia et al., 2010; Harwath et al., 2016), where documents (e.g. images) are retrieved from a database in response to a query (e.g. speech). Also related is the use of images as a “pivot” between two languages (Gella
et al., 2017), learning multimodal multilingual representations that can be used for text-to-image retrieval and vice versa. By modelling text and images in a joint space, images most similar to a text query in one language may be retrieved. These images may then be used as an auxiliary query for retrieving text in a different language. This is similar to our indirect matching framework (§6.1).
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One-Shot Learning Handwritten Digits Paired with Spoken Digits
Chapter 4: A Framework for Multimodal One-Shot Learning

In this chapter, we present Multimodal ONE-SHOT learning (MOONSHOT) models to perform cross-modal matching of speech to images within an indirect matching framework, where matching is reduced to a sequence of two unimodal comparisons. This approach is motivated by extending existing techniques that have been successful in unimodal one-shot learning to the MOONSHOT setting. The models that we present in this chapter are somewhat agnostic to the specific dataset under consideration; we describe the application of these models to different datasets in Chapters 5 and 7. We first describe the general framework with an illustrative example (§4.1) followed by the models we investigate within this framework. Specifically, we describe a direct matching baseline on raw features (§4.2), a neural network transfer learning approach on classification embeddings (§4.3) and a Siamese neural network approach to explicitly learn suitable unimodal metrics (§4.4).

4.1 Indirect Matching Framework

We start by describing a framework for indirect matching of speech to images. Assume we have a method or model that can measure similarity within a modality (in the subsequent sections we describe different methods for measuring similarity within a modality). One-shot cross-modal matching is then accomplished by first comparing a query to all of the items in the support set which are in the same modality as the query (e.g. speech). The most similar (speech-image) support-set pair is retrieved and we take the instance of this pair in the matching set modality (e.g. images) as an auxiliary query. Finally, the retrieved auxiliary query instance is used to determine the closest item in the matching set. In the case of matching speech to images, this approach thus defines a metric $D_S$ as a mapping from audio space $A$ to vision space $V$: $A \rightarrow V$; thus allowing us to match speech to images by unimodal comparisons through the multimodal support set $S$.

As a concrete example we revisit the problem described in §2.3 which we expand on here in Figure 4.1. A MOONSHOT model is shown a support set $S$ containing spoken digit utterances paired with handwritten digit images and no labels. The model must use this paired information to match the spoken query “two” most similar
Figure 4.1: Multimodal one-shot learning framework for indirect matching of speech to images. Support set speech items are represented with coloured blocks for simplicity. The speech query “two” is matched to the matching set image of a two using unimodal comparisons and retrieving an auxiliary image query from the multimodal support set which may be compared to the matching set images.

to the image of a two in the matching set $\mathcal{M}_v$. Figure 4.1 demonstrates the indirect matching framework applied to this task, where the support set speech items are represented with coloured blocks for simplicity. The speech query $\hat{x}_a$, represented in the figure as $\square$, is compared to all the support set speech segments in $\mathcal{A}$ according to the model’s speech-speech metric and 1-nearest neighbour matching (1-NN). We find that the speech query is matched to the speech support set item $\square$ paired with
an image of a *two*. Taking this paired image as an auxiliary query $\hat{x}_v$, we compare to all the matching set images in $\mathcal{V}$ according to the model’s image-image metric and 1-NN, as shown in the bottom part of Figure 4.1. Finally, we find that the auxiliary image query is matched to the matching set image of a *two* and we predict this image as the cross-modal match for the speech query $\tilde{Q}$.

Several different methods or models can be used to determine within-modality similarity: we compare directly using the raw image pixels and extracted speech features (§4.2), to feature embeddings learned by neural network classifiers (§4.3) and Siamese neural networks (§4.4).

### 4.2 Direct Matching of Raw Features

As a first naive approach for measuring similarity within a modality, we consider directly using image pixels and acoustic speech features. Here we first compare the acoustic features of a speech query to the speech segments in the support set, retrieve the image paired with the matching support set speech item, and compare the pixels of this image to the images in the matching set, returning the most similar image. We specifically use cosine similarity between image pixels and dynamic time warping (DTW) (Sakoe and Chiba, 1978) to measure similarity between speech segments. The DTW algorithm calculates an optimal non-linear alignment between two variable length speech sequences which produces a minimum distance when compared. This is demonstrated in Figure 4.2 where DTW is applied over the acoustic features for two speech segments with different lengths, both containing instances of the spoken word “six” (we discuss the acoustic feature later in §5.3.1 and §7.3.1). The non-linear alignment, or optimal warping path, is shown as a dashed line and produces a minimum distance between these two segments when accumulated. We use this approach as our our nearest neighbour matching baseline, similar to unimodal one-shot learning studies (Lake et al., 2014; Koch et al., 2015; Vinyals et al., 2016; Finn et al., 2017a).

### 4.3 Transfer Learning with Neural Network Classifiers

Another method, also used in unimodal one-shot learning, is to train a supervised model on a large background dataset. This background dataset should not contain instances of the target one-shot classes. The idea is that features learned by such a model would still be useful for determining similarity on classes which it has not seen (Vinyals et al., 2016). In other words, it follows the transfer learning principle: first train a classifier on a large labelled dataset, or source task, and then apply the learned representations to new target tasks which are related but have too few training instances (Donahue et al., 2014). The high-level intuition of transfer learning is demonstrated in Figure 4.3, where we train a model with parameters $\theta$ on a
source task (i.e. background dataset) of spoken words with many labelled examples for speech classification. Specifically, the figure depicts a space of possible configurations for model parameters $\theta$ and a hypothetical trajectory (represented as a solid line) through the parameter space during training with gradient descent. Classifying each of the training word classes among the other training word classes may be viewed as a separate source task and the goal is to find common knowledge in the form of $\theta$ (i.e. learn a prior) which is optimal across these source tasks—also referred to as multi-task learning (Caruana, 1997). This is shown intuitively in the figure, where a set of source tasks, depicted in the figure as purple circles, is classifying spoken words for source classes bicycle, motorcycle, dog and squirrel. Note that the coloured circles do not depict the embedding space (i.e. learned representations) determined by the configuration of model parameters $\theta$. Instead, the location of a coloured circle in parameter space indicates the optimal configuration of $\theta$ for the best performance on the task contained within the circle—i.e. $\theta$ should be in close proximity to the task circle. We learn an optimal configuration of $\theta$, depicted in the figure at the end of the trajectory (after the arrowhead), such that the validation error is low among the source tasks—i.e. the optimal $\theta$ is in close proximity to each of the purple circles. We may then transfer learn a set of target tasks by simply applying the learned configuration of $\theta$. For example, classifying novel spoken words horse and bird—target classes depicted in the figure as blue circles which have limited labelled examples. The source tasks are related enough to the target tasks that the
Figure 4.3: Transfer learning illustrated for spoken word classification. The goal is to learn model parameters $\theta$ on a source task (purple circles) which has many labelled examples. The shared knowledge among the source task is used to learn a prior, an optimal configuration of $\theta$ shown at the end of the trajectory, that is useful for related target tasks (blue circles) which have limited data.

The optimal configuration of $\theta$ is in close proximity to that of the target tasks—i.e. the learned representations are useful for determining similarity on examples from the target tasks. This approach has been shown to counteract overfitting on such tasks which have limited data.

Here we train such neural network classifiers separately for both the spoken and visual modalities on suitable background data containing none of the classes (spoken words and visual objects) tested on during one-shot learning (as described later in §5.2 and §7.1). We specifically build both feedforward neural network and convolutional neural network classifiers and compare their effectiveness transfer learning to the one-shot tasks. We extract representations from the final hidden layer of these networks, before the unnormalised log-probabilities, or logits layer, and prior to the rectified linear unit activation. Applying these representations as the learned feature embeddings, we perform nearest neighbour matching using cosine similarity during one-shot learning.

While the representations learned by this transfer learning approach should contain semantic information relevant for comparison, it is largely dependent on the type of features learned by the neural network classifiers. Specifically, these representations are not directly optimised for matching within an embedding space. This leads us to our next approach, where we explicitly optimise representations for nearest neighbour matching.
4.4 Metric Learning with Siamese Neural Networks

Our final approach within the indirect matching framework is another form of transfer learning which explicitly learns a metric for comparing features: a supervised model can be trained on a background dataset (the same as in §4.3), not containing any instances of the target one-shot classes, to directly measure similarity between inputs instead of predicting a class label. This is referred to as metric learning. Siamese neural networks have been used for this task (Bromley et al., 1994; Chopra et al., 2005; Hadsell et al., 2006) and have been successful in unimodal one-shot learning (Koch et al., 2015). Siamese networks are a natural choice for one-shot learning as they were developed with the purpose of learning in cases where there are potentially many classes, classes are not known in advance or only a few examples are available per class.

A Siamese neural network consists of two identical neural network branches with shared parameters—a set of twin networks, hence the name “Siamese”. These networks are trained to map input features to a target embedding space where the “semantic” relationship between input pairs may be captured based on proximity: inputs of the same type should ideally be mapped to similar embeddings, while inputs that are unrelated should be far apart. Early approaches (Bromley et al., 1994; Chopra et al., 2005; Hadsell et al., 2006; Koch et al., 2015) took in pairs of training examples and either maximised or minimised a distance based on whether the inputs were of same or different types. Recent studies (Chechik et al., 2010; Wang et al., 2014; Hermann and Blunsom, 2014; Hoffer and Ailon, 2015; Schroff et al., 2015) have argued that the relative rather than the absolute distance between embeddings are meaningful. For example, images of motorcycles should be more similar to bicycles than they are to dogs. This is not the case for the two branch networks which are optimised to push both bicycles and dogs as far as possible from motorcycles. The more recent approaches overcome this limitation by considering triplet pairs and evaluating their relative similarity. We also follow the triplet approach in this work.

Concretely, let $x_a$ and $x_p$ be inputs of the same class, while $x_a$ and $x_n$ are of different classes. This triplet pair is input to the respective branch of a Siamese neural network, as illustrated in Figure 4.4 for learning spoken word representations. The intuition is that we want to push the so-called anchor example $x_a$ and positive example $x_p$ together such that the distance between them is smaller (by some specified margin) than the distance between the anchor $x_a$ and negative example $x_n$. Models using this approach are sometimes referred to as Siamese triplet networks, since there are three shared parameter network branches for inputs $(x_a, x_p, x_n)$. We apply this approach where we learn embedding function $f(\cdot)$ as the final fully-connected linear layer of a convolutional neural network (CNN) followed by L2 normalisation—this is one of the tied network branches, as shown in Figure 4.4. Concretely, we train models with a hinge loss for triplet pairs (Chechik et al., 2010; Wang et al., 2014;
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Figure 4.4: Siamese triplet convolutional neural network that takes in triplet pairs of spoken words for learning speech representations useful for comparison. Speech input features are extracted mel-frequency cepstral coefficients center zero padded to 120 frames (§5.3.1 and §7.3.1). The anchor and positive examples are instances of spoken word “motorcycle” and the negative example is an instance of spoken word “bicycle”. The parameters of the tied network branches are trained with a triplet loss that optimises the distance between the \(\text{motorcycle}\) representations to be smaller than the distance between the \(\text{motorcycle}\) and \(\text{bicycle}\) representations.

Hermann and Blunsom, 2014; Schroff et al., 2015), defined as:

\[L(x_a, x_p, x_n) = \max\{0, m + D(x_a, x_p) - D(x_a, x_n)\}\]

(4.4.1)

where \(D(x_1, x_2) = ||f(x_1) - f(x_2)||_2^2\) is the squared Euclidean distance and \(m\) is the margin between the pairs \((x_a, x_p)\) and \((x_a, x_n)\).

One problem with this approach is that the number of triplet pairs grows cubically with the dataset, and it may become infeasible to fit all possible triplets in memory. Additionally, naive random sampling of triplet pairs may lead to overfitting on easy triplets, ignoring the few “hard” cases where a negative example is closer to the anchor example than the positive example. This has led to different methods of choosing triplet pairs both for efficiency and to avoid overfitting, such as importance sampling (Wang et al., 2014) or using only the most difficult negative example with the smallest distance \(D(x_a, x_n)\) (Settle et al., 2017). We follow the online semi-hard mining scheme (Schroff et al., 2015), where all possible anchor-positive pairs in a mini-batch are used. For each positive pair, the most difficult negative example \(x_n\) with the smallest distance \(D(x_a, x_n)\) in the mini-batch satisfying \(D(x_a, x_p) < D(x_a, x_n)\) is then used, except if there is no such negative example in which case the one with the largest distance is used. These negatives examples
are dubbed *semi-hard* since they lie close to the anchor example but not closer than the positive example. According to Schroff *et al.* (2015), although it might seem natural to simply choose the hardest negative example in the mini-batch, this constraint is required for stability. For example, there may be cases where false-negatives exist or negative examples are still semantically related to the anchor examples (e.g. motorcycles and bicycles).

The online semi-hard mining approach to triplet sampling also incorporates another recent advance, specifically to improve efficiency: we simplify the three shared-parameter networks with a single neural network that embeds a mini-batch of examples and then samples triplet pairs online from these embeddings. This is done with an efficient implementation of pairwise distances, similar to Song *et al.* (2016). We build this single network model with online semi-hard mining of triplet pairs, and refer to it as *Siamese CNN (online)*. We also compare to using three shared-parameter networks with the same CNN architecture, where we generate triplets offline at each training step from the current mini-batch. We refer to this model as *Siamese CNN (offline)* in our experiments. Similar to our neural network classifier baselines (§4.3 above), we train separate networks for vision and speech on triplets from large disjoint labelled datasets which do not contain any of the target one-shot classes.

### 4.5 Chapter Summary

To summarise, we have introduced a triad of multimodal one-shot learning modelling approaches. These models may be applied within an indirect matching framework for the task of cross-modal matching speech to images. We have described this general framework in detail and shown how it may be used to extend unimodal one-shot learning models to the multimodal setting. Specifically, this framework assumes access to metrics for comparing speech-speech and image-image. We proposed the following models to define these metrics: (i) direct feature matching with image pixels and dynamic time warping over speech segments, (ii) transfer learning feature embeddings with neural network classifiers (separate networks for speech and images) and (iii) explicit metric learning of feature embeddings with Siamese triplet neural networks (separate networks for speech and images). These models have been used in unimodal one-shot learning studies, with the first two delegated as baselines and the third displaying favourable results in comparison. We investigate these models for multimodal one-shot learning, first on a simple benchmark dataset containing spoken digits paired with handwritten digit images (see Chapter 5) and finally on a more complex benchmark dataset containing natural images paired with spoken words (see Chapter 7).
5 | TIDIGITS AND MNIST
EXPERIMENTS

This chapter investigates Multimodal ONe-SHOT learning (MOONSHOT) on a simple problem using the models and indirect matching framework discussed in Chapter 4. We first create a MOONSHOT benchmark dataset from spoken digit words paired with handwritten digit images (§5.1). We also introduce supervised background datasets (not containing any of the one-shot classes) which we use to train our neural network models for the MOONSHOT task (§5.2). We then discuss the experimental setup that we follow (§5.3), including data preprocessing, the implementation (and training) of our indirect matching models and one-shot task evaluation. Thereafter, we present results for unimodal and multimodal one-shot task experiments on the benchmark dataset and discuss the advantages and limitations of our models (§5.4). The results presented in this chapter have been published previously as Eloff et al. (2019).

5.1 A Multimodal Digits Benchmark Dataset

For our initial investigation of the MOONSHOT problem we propose a simple benchmark dataset: learning from examples of spoken digits paired with handwritten digit images. For speech we use the TIDIGITS corpus which contains spoken digit sequences from 326 different speakers sampled at 20kHz (Leonard and Doddington, 1993), and for images we use the MNIST handwritten digits dataset which contains $28 \times 28$ grayscale images (LeCun et al., 1998). We use the spoken utterances from men, women, and children, and split the digit sequences into isolated digits using forced alignments obtained from the ground truth transcriptions of the speech data.

To form this simple multimodal digits benchmark dataset, we pair each isolated spoken digit with an image of the same type. Unlike previous work which used the same dataset combination for learning multimodal representations (Kashyap, 2017; Leidal et al., 2017), we treat utterances labelled “oh” and “zero” as separate classes, resulting in 11 class labels. We use this combined dataset as our task distribution

---

1 Full code recipe for the TIDIGITS and MNIST experiments described in this chapter available at: https://github.com/rpeloff/multimodal-one-shot-learning.
2 We make these splits and the forced alignments available in our code recipe.
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Figure 5.1: TIDIGITS isolated spoken digits (a) and MNIST handwritten digit images (b).

from which we may sample MOONSHOT episodes $T \sim p(T)$ (§2.2). Extracts from the TIDIGITS and MNIST one-shot benchmark dataset are shown in Figure 5.1.

5.2 Background Data for Neural Network Models

Our neural network models (§4.3 and §4.4) are trained on large labelled background datasets to obtain feature representations which may be applied to the one-shot problem on classes not occurring in the background data. We use the Flickr Audio Caption corpus (Harwath and Glass, 2015) and the Omniglot handwritten character dataset (Lake et al., 2015) as background data for the within-modality speech and vision models, respectively. Utterances in the spoken audio corpus are split into isolated words using forced alignments (provided with the data). We ensure that none of the target digit classes occur in this audio data. Some words in the Flickr corpus overlap with TIDIGITS (e.g. “four”, “seventh”) and we remove these from the background data. None of the Omniglot image classes overlap with digit classes. We use the train and validation data splits from both background datasets. The Flickr Audio splits contain 5 534 isolated spoken word classes, 88 411 speech segments for training and 14 744 speech segments for validation. The Omniglot splits contain 964 handwritten character classes, 19 280 images for training and 13 180 images for validation respectively. Extracts from the Flickr Audio and Omniglot background dataset are shown in Figure 5.2.

5.3 Experimental Setup

In this section we discuss the details of our experiments: preprocessing applied to the speech and image data (§5.3.1), implementation and training procedure of the indirect matching models (§5.3.2) and how we evaluate the unimodal and multimodal one-shot tasks (§5.3.3).
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Figure 5.2: Flickr Audio isolated spoken words (a) and Omniglot handwritten character images (b).

5.3.1 Data Preprocessing

Speech is parametrised as mel-frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCC) with first and second order derivatives, computed with a 25 millisecond window size and a 10 millisecond frame shift, yielding 39-dimensional feature vectors for both the TIDIGITS corpus and the background Flickr Audio caption corpus. For our neural network models which require fixed length inputs, we centre zero-pad or crop speech segments to 120 frames. Dynamic time warping (DTW) may deal directly with variable length segments given that we normalise out their duration. We simply divide by sum of the lengths of any two segments under DTW comparison. MNIST image pixels are normalised to the range $[0, 1]$ and no further preprocessing is applied. Images in the background Omniglot dataset are downscaled to $28 \times 28$ and pixel values are normalised and inverted in order to match MNIST.

5.3.2 Model Implementation

Neural network models are implemented in TensorFlow (TF) (Abadi et al., 2015) and we build these networks from the ground up using TF layers—we provide our implementation of these networks in the code recipe as a contribution. The hyperparameters described in this section have been carefully selected such that each of the models under consideration achieve low generalisation error on a held-out validation set. Specifically, we tune all models using unimodal one-shot learning on the validation sets of the background data. Although this results in different model configurations, the idea is that the underlying mechanisms of these models should perform as best as possible during evaluation and provide a fair comparison. We trained the neural network models using the Adam optimiser (Kingma and Ba, 2015) with a learning rate of $10^{-3}$ which is step decayed by 0.96 at each new epoch. A batch size of 200 is used for the feedforward neural network (FFNN) and convolutional neural network (CNN) classifiers (§4.3), and an epoch consists of a single iteration of the shuffled background dataset.

For the Siamese models (§4.4) we follow an alternate approach where mini-batches are formed using the \textit{batch all} strategy proposed by Hermans et al. (2017).
Specifically, we randomly sample $p$ classes and $k$ examples per class to produce balanced batches of $pk$ examples each. This results in $pk(pk - k)(k - 1)$ valid triplet combinations, maximising the number of triplets within a mini-batch. For our Siamese CNN (offline), trained in the standard way where three networks are explicitly tied (Wang et al., 2014; Hoffer and Ailon, 2015; Schroff et al., 2015), we use $p = 32$ and $k = 2$, giving 3968 triplets per mini-batch which is the largest batch we could fit on a single NVidia Titan Xp GPU. Our Siamese CNN (online) variant additionally makes use of semi-hard online mining of triplet pairs (Schroff et al., 2015), where for each valid anchor-positive pair a semi-hard negative is chosen (see end of §4.4). Using the online mining scheme this results in $pk(k - 1)$ semi-hard triplet combinations. While this is fewer than in the offline variant, the Siamese CNN (online) is capable of large $pk$ combinations due to the efficient single network implementation and online triplet sampling scheme. We found a large variety of classes to perform best in validation, and choose $p = 128$ and $k = 8$ (total of 7168 triplets per mini-batch). Each epoch consists of 50 or 200 randomly sampled $pk$ batches for the Siamese CNN (online) and Siamese CNN (offline) models respectively. All models are trained for a maximum of 100 epochs using early stopping based on one-shot validation error on the background data.

Tuning models using one-shot validation error on the background data gave the following architecture for the spoken word Siamese and classification CNNs: an input layer; $39 \times 9$ convolution with 128 filters; rectified linear unit (ReLU); $1 \times 3$ max pooling; $1 \times 10$ convolution with 128 filters; ReLU; $1 \times 28$ max pooling over remaining units; 2048-unit fully-connected; ReLU. There is no natural intuition for what the translation invariance should be over the frequency axis of the input speech MFCC. We follow the example of Harwath et al. (2016) and collapse the entire 39-dimensional frequency axis through the first convolution, an approach which Harwath et al. suggest in order to capture complex relationships along this dimension. The consecutive convolutional layers may then be implemented with 1-dimensional convolutions since only the temporal dimension remains, capturing translation invariance along this dimension (e.g. shifted phonemes). Vision Siamese and classification CNNs have the architecture; $3 \times 3$ convolution with 32 filters; ReLU; $2 \times 2$ max pooling; $3 \times 3$ convolution with 64 filters; ReLU; $2 \times 2$ max pooling; $3 \times 3$ convolution with 128 filters; ReLU; 2048-unit fully-connected; ReLU; 1024-unit fully-connected. The speech and vision FFNNs have the same structure; 3 fully-connected layers with 512 units each. For the classifier networks (§4.3), the speech networks have an additional 5534-unit softmax output layer (the number of word types in the speech background Flickr Audio dataset), while vision networks have a 964-unit softmax (the number of image classes in the background Omniglot dataset).

---

3 There is an error in our prior publication on this work (Eloff et al., 2019) where we describe the Siamese CNN (online) as sampling $pk(pk - k)(k - 1)$ triplet combinations, which is only the case for the offline variant. Experimental results here and in the prior work are however correct.
5.3.3 One-Shot Task Evaluation

We first consider one-shot learning in the unimodal case and then the multimodal case. We empirically evaluate our models on the one-shot tasks according to the classification or matching accuracy averaged over 400 test episodes. In the case of MOONSHOT tasks, each episode $T \sim p(T)$ randomly samples a multimodal support set $S$ of isolated spoken digits paired with digit images from the paired TIDIGITS and MNIST benchmark dataset. In the case of unimodal one-shot learning, episode support sets contain only spoken digits or digit images from the respective benchmark dataset. We consider $L$-way one-shot and five-shot tasks for each of the $L = 11$ classes (the spoken digits “oh” to “nine” and “zero”). For testing in a MOONSHOT task, a matching set is sampled, containing $N = 10$ digit images (one for each of the image classes 0 to 9) not seen in the support set. Finally, a speech query instance from one of the $L$ spoken digit classes is sampled, also not seen in the support set. The query then needs to be matched to the correct item in the matching set. The matching set only contains 10 items since there are 10 unique handwritten digit classes.

Testing unimodal one-shot learning follows similarly, where, without a matching set, we sample unseen speech or image queries for the classes in the support set. These queries then need to be classified to the correct class. Within a unimodal or multimodal episode, 10 different query instances—and matching sets in the multimodal case—are also sampled while keeping the support set fixed. Results are averaged over 10 models trained with different seeds and we report average accuracies with 95% confidence intervals.

5.4 Experimental Evaluation

We consider both unimodal and multimodal one-shot task experiments on the simple paired speech and images benchmark dataset. First we look at how our proposed models perform on one-shot speech classification (§5.4.1) and one-shot image classification (§5.4.2). Then we move to the MOONSHOT problem, evaluating these models within our indirect framework for cross-modal matching of speech to images (§5.4.3). Finally we investigate a variant of the MOONSHOT problem that tests how invariant these models are to the query speaker (§5.4.4).

5.4.1 One-Shot Speech Classification

We first consider unimodal one-shot speech classification, which has (to our knowledge) so far only been considered in Lake et al. (2014). Table 5.1 shows one-shot and five-shot speech classification results. Average training time (in minutes) is also shown; all models trained within a few seconds of the average time. The Siamese models outperform the direct feature matching baseline using DTW, as well as the
Table 5.1: 11-way 1-shot and 5-shot speech classification results on isolated spoken digits sampled from the TIDIGITS dataset.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Speech Model</th>
<th>Train time</th>
<th>11-way Accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1-shot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DTW</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>67.99% ± 0.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FFNN Classifier</td>
<td>13.1m</td>
<td>71.39% ± 0.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CNN Classifier</td>
<td>60.6m</td>
<td>82.07% ± 0.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Siamese CNN (offline)</td>
<td>70.5m</td>
<td>89.40% ± 0.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Siamese CNN (online)</td>
<td>15.0m</td>
<td><strong>92.85% ± 0.38</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.2: 10-way 1-shot and 5-shot image classification results on handwritten visual digits sampled from the MNIST dataset.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vision Model</th>
<th>Train time</th>
<th>10-way Accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1-shot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pixels</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>44.74% ± 0.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FFNN Classifier</td>
<td>8.9m</td>
<td>45.28% ± 0.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CNN Classifier</td>
<td>9.7m</td>
<td>65.80% ± 0.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Siamese CNN (offline)</td>
<td>62.5m</td>
<td>73.48% ± 0.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Siamese CNN (online)</td>
<td>14.3m</td>
<td><strong>73.84% ± 0.56</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

neural network classifiers. The *Siamese CNN (online)* model achieves best overall performance, outperforming the *Siamese CNN (offline)* variant, while training almost five times faster. The single network with online semi-hard mining is thus more efficient and accurate than the three shared-network approach. None of these Siamese models were considered in Lake et al. (2014).

5.4.2 One-Shot Image Classification

We next consider unimodal one-shot image classification. Table 5.2 shows one-shot and five-shot image classification results. Once again, the Siamese models perform best, outperforming both the neural network classifiers and the direct pixel matching baseline. The *Siamese CNN (online)* model achieves best overall performance with an accuracy of 74%, again outperforming the *Siamese CNN (offline)* variant (while more efficient) and comparing favourably to the best result of 72% reported in Vinyals et al. (2016) which considered the same task. These observations are similar to the case of one-shot speech classification, although the accuracies are overall lower. This influences the results of cross-modal matching in the multimodal case.
which makes use of these vision models paired with the speech models seen before.

5.4.3 One-Shot Cross-Modal Matching of Speech to Images

We now turn to the MOONSHOT problem. Table 5.3 shows results for one-shot and five-shot cross-modal matching of speech to images on the simple benchmark dataset for MOONSHOT. Here the Siamese models are again stronger overall compared to direct feature matching or transferring features from neural network classifiers. The Siamese CNN (online) model achieves our best results, with double the accuracy of direct feature matching (DTW + Pixels) using pixel-distance over images and DTW over speech. The Siamese CNN (offline) model follows closely, but is again slower to train (§5.4.1 and §5.4.2).

While the Siamese models achieve promising results compared to the baselines here, our best one-shot multimodal accuracy is lower than the accuracy in unimodal one-shot speech classification (see Table 5.1) and unimodal one-shot image classification (see Table 5.2). The multimodal one-shot results here are therefore worse than both the individual unimodal matching results. This is due to compounding errors in our retrieval framework (§4.1): errors in comparisons with the support set affects comparisons in the subsequent matching step. If the model fails to select the correct auxiliary query image from the support set then it is far less likely that the model will match this image to the correct matching set image. This suggests investigating an end-to-end architecture which can directly compare test queries in one modality to the matching set items in the other modality, without doing explicit comparisons to the support set. In addition, it might be useful to fine-tune the parameters of our models on the multimodal support set. The ability to fine-tune models on smaller datasets is a cornerstone of transfer learning. Yet, this is not possible with the models that we have investigated thus far which rely on supervised training procedures (or no training at all in the case of direct feature matching). This motivates investigating an architecture which may be fine-tuned directly on weakly supervised MOONSHOT support sets.

5.4.4 Analysis of Speaker Invariance

As a final evaluation of our proposed models and indirect matching framework, we test for speaker invariance in the MOONSHOT setting. In all of the experiments above we chose spoken queries such that the speaker uttering the query does not appear in the support set. This is representative of an extreme case where one user teaches an agent and another user tests the system. An even more extreme case could occur: the matching item in the support set could be the only item not coming from the query speaker. This is problematic since the same word uttered by different speakers might be acoustically more different than different words uttered by the same speaker. We would like the opposite to be true for the representations learned by our models: more similar for the same word from different speakers than different words from the same speaker—i.e. invariant to the specific speaker. We test
Table 5.3: 11-way 1-shot and 5-shot cross-modal matching of isolated spoken digits to handwritten visual digits sampled from the paired TIDIGITS and MNIST benchmark dataset for evaluating MOONSHOT.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Speech &amp; Vision Model</th>
<th>11-way Accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1-shot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DTW + Pixels</td>
<td>34.92% ± 0.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FFNN Classifiers</td>
<td>36.49% ± 0.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CNN Classifiers</td>
<td>56.47% ± 0.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Siamese CNNs (offline)</td>
<td>67.41% ± 0.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Siamese CNNs (online)</td>
<td>70.12% ± 0.68</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.4: Speaker invariance tests for 11-way 1-shot cross-modal speech-image digit matching. All support set items are from the same speaker as the speech query, except for the support set item actually matching the query.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Speech &amp; Vision Model</th>
<th>11-way Accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1-shot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DTW + Pixels</td>
<td>28.00% ± 1.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FFNN Classifiers</td>
<td>34.95% ± 2.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CNN Classifiers</td>
<td>53.71% ± 2.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Siamese CNNs (offline)</td>
<td>66.70% ± 0.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Siamese CNNs (online)</td>
<td>69.73% ± 1.04</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In this worst-case setting in the following experiment: we sample a support set where all spoken digits are from the same speaker as the speech query, except for the one instance matching the query word which is produced by a different speaker. The spoken digits from the same speaker as the speech query distract from the true match and effective models should be invariant to these speakers. Cross-modal matching results for this case are shown in Table 5.4. All of the models experience a drop in accuracy compared to the results in Table 5.3 (first column). This decrease is smallest for the Siamese models, with the DTW + Pixels approach dropping most. Similar results are seen for this speaker invariance experiment in the unimodal case; see results in Table A.1 (Appendix A.1). This indicates that the neural models learn features from the background data which are more independent of speaker and can generalise to other speakers, whereas DTW over speech is affected more by speaker mismatch. Additionally, the Siamese neural networks are more independent of speaker information than the classification neural networks as a result of directly optimising for an effective metric space that captures fine grained word similarities. While the one-
shot classes do not occur in the background data, the learning of an effective metric space explicitly normalises out speaker information.

5.5 Chapter Summary

In this chapter, we developed a simple benchmark dataset for multimodal one-shot learning containing spoken digits paired with handwritten visual digits. We then compared novel Siamese convolutional neural network (CNN) architectures to traditional direct feature matching models and transfer learning with feedforward and convolutional neural networks on this benchmark dataset. We show that a single CNN with a triplet loss (Chechik et al., 2010; Wang et al., 2014) and online semi-hard mining (Schroff et al., 2015) is more efficient and results in higher accuracies on unimodal (§5.4.1 and §5.4.2) and multimodal (§5.4.3) one-shot tasks than the offline variant which uses shared weight networks, both approaches outperforming the direct feature matching and neural network baselines. In addition, we show that the Siamese models are invariant to the specific speaker uttering a speech query (§5.4.4), capturing only semantic word information by directly optimising for an effective metric space.

One disadvantage of the models within the indirect matching framework is the error compounded by making mistakes on the first step of finding an auxiliary query that may be used to compare to the image matching set. We also note that these models cannot directly take advantage of the weakly supervised multimodal support set, for example, by fine-tuning model representations. This is a result of the successive unimodal non-parametric nearest neighbour modelling of the multimodal support set with suitable metrics defined by speech and vision models respectively. These limitations motivate investigating an end-to-end architecture which may directly match a speech query to the image matching set while taking advantage of the support set for one-shot learning. The simple benchmark dataset also does not capture the true complexity of one-shot learning in a natural realistic setting. This leads us to Part III where we investigate end-to-end architectures within a direct matching framework (§6) on natural images paired with spoken words (§7).
Part III

One-Shot Learning Natural Images Paired with Spoken Words
6 | A Direct Framework for Matching Speech to Images

While the indirect matching framework (see Chapter 4) achieved reasonable results on a simple Multimodal One-Shot learning (MOONSHOT) benchmark (see Chapter 5), it displayed two closely linked limitations: compounding errors due to successive comparisons though the multimodal support set and an inability to directly update parametric models on the learning instances of this set. This is attributed to the non-parametric modelling of the support set items in a nearest neighbour framework. Here we introduce a new framework along with two novel MOONSHOT models which aim to improve on these challenges by directly matching speech to images within an end-to-end architecture. As we discuss later, this framework also lends itself to zero-shot learning (§3.5).

We first describe the general direct matching framework with an illustrative example (§6.1). Thereafter, we describe a deep audio-visual embedding network (DA VEnet) which models weakly supervised speech and images in a joint audio-visual space (§6.2). Lastly, we introduce a multimodal model-agnostic meta-Learning algorithm (MuMAML) and show how this may be applied to DA VEnet within the direct matching framework (§6.3).

6.1 Direct Matching Framework

Direct matching of speech to images relies on defining a model that can measure similarity across modalities. This may be as simple as performing a linear projection from the input space of each modality to a joint space where they may be semantically related. See, for example, the linear regression model in (Lazaridou et al., 2014). Using such a model, one-shot cross-modal matching is accomplished by directly comparing a query to the matching set items which are in a different modality to the query. The closest item is then predicted as the match. The multimodal support set is used in order to learn the joint space wherein the one-shot items from different modalities may be compared. Focussing again on speech and images, this defines a metric $D_S$ as a mapping from both audio space $A$ and vision space $V$ to joint audio-visual space $Z$: $A \rightarrow Z$ and $V \rightarrow Z$ respectively; audio and visual inputs are separately mapped to a shared space, allowing us to directly compare speech
and images. Importantly, the "one-shot learning" occurs when we adapt a model on the multimodal support set to learn this mapping. In the absence of a support set, assuming that a model can still map inputs to some joint space, this is equivalent to cross-modal zero-shot learning (Socher et al., 2013; Frome et al., 2013; Lazaridou et al., 2014): the query and matching set items are instances of previously unseen classes—there is no explicit learning phase. Our direct matching framework extends itself naturally to this setting by testing cross-modal matching of speech to images prior to training on any support set.

To illustrate the direct matching framework, consider the MOONSHOT problem shown in Figure 6.1: a model is shown a support set $S$ containing natural images paired with spoken words for the classes surfboard, bird, basketball, guitar and horse, and no labels. The model must use this weakly supervised support set to directly match the spoken test query “bird” (/$\text{/b3:d/}$) most similar to the image of a bird in the matching set $M_v$. The speech query $\hat{x}_a$, represented in the figure as $\mathbb{1}$, is compared to all the matching set images in $Z$ according to the model’s joint audio-visual metric and 1-nearest neighbour matching (1-NN). We find that the speech query $\mathbb{1}$ is directly matched to the matching set image of a bird and we predict this image as the cross-modal match. This task may also be accomplished in a zero-shot setting by applying the model’s joint audio-visual metric and matching prior to viewing and learning the MOONSHOT support set.

A number of approaches may be used to learn a model that can compare cross-modal similarity. We specifically investigate feature embeddings learned by deep audio-visual embedding networks (DA VEnet) (§6.2). We then compare this to an extension of DA VEnet that is trained with a novel multimodal model-agnostic meta-learning algorithm (MuMAML) (§6.3). While both of these models may be fine-tuned on the multimodal support set (following the transfer learning principle), the latter directly optimises for representations which are fast to adapt on only a few instances of novel weakly supervised pairs.

### 6.2 Deep Audio-Visual Embedding Networks

Our first approach within the direct matching framework is based on the work of Harwath and colleagues (Harwath and Glass, 2015; Harwath et al., 2016; Harwath and Glass, 2017; Leidal et al., 2017; Harwath et al., 2018, 2019, 2020) on modelling spoken language and visual perception from purely unannotated speech and images. Specifically, these studies investigate learning joint audio-visual representations from weakly supervised speech and images which may be used to directly measure similarity across modalities. These representations are then used to solve various tasks such as localisation of visual objects in images given speech queries. This is another form of metric learning (§4.4): an unsupervised model is trained on a background dataset containing paired inputs in different modalities with no labels (i.e. weakly supervised by co-occurring context) in order to directly measure similarity between the inputs. We focus here on the approach proposed in (Harwath
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Figure 6.1: Multimodal one-shot learning framework for direct matching of speech to images. The support set contains multimodal pairs for the classes. The speech query “bird” is matched directly to the matching set image of a bird in joint audio-visual space. This is accomplished by adapting a joint audio-visual model on the weakly supervised support set during multimodal one-shot learning. In the absence of the support set (i.e. no learning phase) this is equivalent to zero-shot learning.

et al., 2018, 2019) where the authors develop a deep audio-visual embedding network (DAVEnet). In our setting, we learn joint audio-visual representations from paired speech and image background data containing none of the classes (spoken words and visual objects) tested on during one-shot learning—this is different to the setting considered by Harwath et al., where the goal was cross-modal speech-image retrieval (§3.6).

The DAVEnet model consists of two network branches: one for speech and
the other for vision. These networks project speech and images to fixed dimensional embeddings by passing inputs through the respective network branches. The output of these branches have the same fixed size. These embeddings are trained such that semantically related inputs in either modality are mapped close together in a joint audio-visual space. This is achieved by following a metric learning approach, directly influenced by the Siamese neural networks discussed previously (§4.4). Siamese neural networks consist of two (or three in the triplet case) neural network branches with shared parameters. In contrast, the speech and vision network branches of DA VEnet are not tied—they may be constructed with different architecture and do not share parameters. Similar to more recent studies on Siamese networks (Chechik et al., 2010; Wang et al., 2014; Hermann and Blunsom, 2014; Hoffer and Ailon, 2015; Schroff et al., 2015), DA VEnet employs triplet pairs in order to capture relative similarity between inputs. Both the speech and image instances of a paired input to DA VEnet form the anchor of a multimodal triplet pair: the triplet pair with a speech anchor treats the paired image as a positive example and vice versa for the triplet pair with an image anchor. Negatives for these dual triplet pairs are sampled as so-called impostors, where a mismatched image negative is sampled for the speech anchor and a mismatched speech negative is sampled for the image anchor. The two triplet pairs are then used with a straightforward extension of the triplet loss (§4.4) to push paired speech and image embeddings to be more similar relative to mismatched speech and image embeddings. DA VEnet also follows the efficient Siamese neural network approach and simplifies three shared-parameter networks into a single network (see end of §4.4)—although really DA VEnet has two network branches—and embeds a mini-batch of paired speech and image inputs from which it may sample triplet pairs online.

Formally, consider the paired speech-image input \((x_a, x_v)\). This pair is input respectively to the speech branch (see Figure 6.2) and vision branch (see Figure 6.3) of a DA VEnet to produce embeddings in joint audio-visual space. A speech impostor \(x_{a}^{imp}\) and an image impostor \(x_{v}^{imp}\) are also sampled for the speech-image input pair. We discuss later the specific way in which these mismatched instances are sampled. The idea is to push the embeddings of the paired speech and image input \((x_a, x_v)\) close together such that the distance between them is smaller than the distance between embeddings of mismatched pairs \((x_a, x_{v}^{imp})\) and \((x_{a}^{imp}, x_v)\)—this is equivalent to optimising a Siamese objective for multimodal triplet pairs \((x_a, x_v, x_{a}^{imp})\) and \((x_v, x_a, x_{v}^{imp})\). We learn embedding functions \(f_a(\cdot)\) and \(f_v(\cdot)\) as the final L2 normalised fully-connected linear layer of the DA VEnet speech and vision branches respectively (see yellow speech and vision output layers in Figure 6.2 and Figure 6.3). We train DA VEnet with a hinge loss (or triplet loss) for the dual multimodal triplet pairs (Harwath and Glass, 2015; Harwath et al., 2016; Harwath and Glass, 2017; Leidal et al., 2017; Harwath et al., 2018, 2019, 2020), defined as:

\[
L(x_a, x_v, x_{a}^{imp}, x_{v}^{imp}) = \max \{ 0, m + D(x_a, x_v) - D(x_a, x_{v}^{imp}) \} \\
+ \max \{ 0, m + D(x_a, x_v) - D(x_{a}^{imp}, x_v) \}
\] (6.2.1)
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Figure 6.2: Speech network branch of a deep audio-visual embedding network applied to a spoken word “bicycle”. Speech input features are extracted mel-frequency cepstral coefficients centre zero padded to 140 frames (§7.3.1). Convolution layers (1-D) shown in green, batch normalisation layer shown in red, max pooling layers shown in purple, average pooling layer shown in orange and fully-connected linear layer with L2 normalisation shown in yellow.

Figure 6.3: Vision network branch of a deep audio-visual embedding network applied to an image of a bicycle. Convolution layers (2-D) shown in green, average pooling layer shown in orange and fully-connected linear layer with L2 normalisation shown in yellow.

where $D(x_a, x_v) = ||f_a(x_a) - f_v(x_v)||_2^2$ is the squared Euclidean distance and $m$ is the margin between each of the mismatched pairs.

The success of this model is dependant on the sampling of suitable mismatched pairs against which we may assess relative similarity. We note once again that, in contrast to the original study, we train DAVEnet on multimodal background data—disjoint from the one-shot learning classes—containing paired speech and images and no further supervision. For this reason we cannot follow the Siamese neural network approach where negatives (i.e. mismatched pairs) are carefully selected to avoid overfitting (e.g. see online semi-hard mining in §4.4). Instead we follow the approach proposed in Harwath et al. (2020) which makes use of a blended triplet loss: the sum of two triplet loss terms (see Equation 6.2.1), where the first randomly samples mismatched pairs and the second applies a variant of online semi-hard mining (Schroff et al., 2015) to sample mismatched pairs which are more difficult. Both of these loss terms sample negative examples online from the output embeddings of a paired speech and image mini-batch. Concretely, for each of the paired inputs $(x_a, x_v)$ in a mini-batch, random sampling uniformly selects impostor speech $x_{a}^{\text{imp}}$ and image $x_{v}^{\text{imp}}$ examples, not including the paired input examples themselves. In
the case of semi-hard mining, the most difficult impostor image \( x_v^{\text{imp}} \) with the smallest distance \( D(x_a, x_v^{\text{imp}}) \) in the mini-batch satisfying \( D(x_a, x_v) < D(x_a, x_v^{\text{imp}}) \) is selected as the mismatched item for speech input \( x_a \), unless there is no such negative image example in which case the one with the largest distance is used. Vice versa for the semi-hard mining of impostor speech \( x_a^{\text{imp}} \) for image input \( x_v \). These mismatched pairs are referred to as semi-hard since they are close to the input in the opposite modality but not closer than the distance between the input pair itself. As mentioned in the description of our Siamese neural network approach (§4.4), the purpose of such semi-hard negatives is to combat overfitting as well as ensure stability during training by not naively selecting the hardest impostor examples.

Once trained, a DAVEnet model enables us to compare cross-modal similarity and directly match speech to images. The main advantage of this approach is not only that we may apply it within our direct matching framework (§6.1), but that it also allows us to perform transfer learning by explicitly fine-tuning on a weakly supervised MOONSHOT support set containing novel spoken words paired with visual objects. This is possible since the format of the background data on which DAVEnet is trained is the same as that of the multimodal support set, although the latter contains unseen classes with limited samples. During one-shot cross-modal matching, for each speech-image pair \((x_a, x_v)\) in a multimodal set \( S = \{(x_a^{(i)}, x_v^{(i)})\}_{i=1}^L \), we therefore sample mismatched pairs as outlined above and apply the blended triplet loss terms (see Equation 6.2.1) to update the parameters of a pre-trained DAVEnet with a small number of gradient descent fine-tuning steps.

The fine-tuning approach to transfer learning is intuitively illustrated in Figure 6.4 (a), which builds on Figure 4.3 (§4.3), where we train a model with parameters \( \theta \) on a background dataset of spoken words with many labelled examples for speech classification—also referred to as a source task.\(^1\) As before, the figure depicts a space of possible configurations for model parameters \( \theta \) and a hypothetical trajectory (represented as a solid line) through the parameter space during training with gradient descent. We specifically consider training on a set of source tasks where a single task is classifying one of the training word classes among the other training word classes. In this example we consider classifying spoken words for source classes bicycle, motorcycle, dog and squirrel—depicted in the figure as purple circles. We note again that the coloured circles do not depict the embedding space (i.e. learned representations) determined by the configuration of model parameters \( \theta \). Instead, the location of a coloured circle in parameter space indicates the optimal configuration of \( \theta \) for the best performance on the task contained within the circle—i.e. \( \theta \) should be in close proximity to the task circle. We learn an optimal configuration of \( \theta \), depicted in the figure at the end of the trajectory (after the arrowhead), such that the validation error is low among the source tasks—i.e. the optimal \( \theta \) is in close proximity to each of the purple circles. In our previous approach (§4.3), we transfer learn a set of target tasks by simply applying the learned configuration of \( \theta \). Now, in

\(^1\)We consider the unimodal case in this example for simplicity, although extending to the multimodal case is straightforward.
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Figure 6.4: Transfer learning (a) and meta-learning (b) illustrated for spoken word classification. In both cases, the goal is to learn model parameters $\theta$ on a source task (purple circles), where in (a) we consider a task with many labelled examples, while in (b) we consider many tasks with few labelled examples, one of which is shown here. The shared knowledge among the source task (or tasks) is used to learn a prior that is useful for learning related target tasks (blue circles) which have limited data. Here the form of this learned prior is optimal initialisation for model parameters such that fine-tuning may adapt parameters to the target tasks. Meta-learning explicitly optimises this prior such that fine-tuning is effective on few examples.

The fine-tuning approach to transfer learning, the learned configuration of $\theta$ is used as a useful initialisation of the model parameters for target tasks. Specifically, we fine-tune the optimal configuration of $\theta$ on a small dataset of training examples, or a support set, from a target task using a few steps of gradient descent. For example, classifying novel spoken words horse and bird—target classes depicted in the figure as blue circles which have limited labelled examples—are each transfer learned by fine-tuning the model parameters which are initialised with the optimal configuration of $\theta$ among the source tasks. This is illustrated by the hypothetical trajectories (represented as dashed lines) toward adapted $\theta$ which are optimal for the target tasks. The source tasks are related enough to the target tasks that the optimal configuration of $\theta$ is in close proximity to that of the target tasks and fine-tuning is efficient with only a few gradient steps on a small support set from the target task. The adapted model parameters result in learned representations which are useful for determining similarity on examples from the target tasks.

There is the possibility of severe overfitting when updating model parameters $\theta$ with a few gradient updates on small multimodal support sets and we consider this in the experimental chapter (§7.4.3). Once again, we highlight that our previous models within the indirect matching framework (see Chapter 4) are different in that they perform transfer learning only with non-parametric nearest neighbour mod-
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elling of a multimodal support set—model parameters are fixed and cannot be fine-tuned. Moreover, these models require supervised background data disjoint from the one-shot learning tasks for transfer learning. DA VEnet requires only weakly supervised background data, also disjoint from one-shot learning, containing unannotated speech paired with images.

Our final approach aims to further improve on transfer learning with DA VEnet by explicitly training models that are quick and effective to adapt on a small number of weakly supervised multimodal examples. This is accomplished by optimising DA VEnet within the framework of meta-learning and we describe this approach next.

6.3 Multimodal Model-Agnostic Meta-Learning

We now consider a different approach to transfer learning which directly optimises for the ability to learn new tasks quickly and effectively from few examples—this may effectively reduce the possibility of overfitting. To achieve this, we consider meta-learning (§3.4), or learning to learn, which optimises the parameters of a model to learn how to adapt to new tasks. Models within this framework have achieved some of the most successful results on unimodal one-shot learning tasks. These approaches focussed on two types of meta-learning: one that learns a so-called black box meta-policy which effectively updates model parameters (Santoro et al., 2016; Mishra et al., 2018) and another that learns an initialisation for model parameters that is effective for fast adaptation (Vinyals et al., 2016; Finn et al., 2017a). Here we focus on the latter since this simply extends our fine-tuning approach to transfer learning (§6.2) by explicitly rather than implicitly learning a useful initialisation for model parameters. We illustrate this form of meta-learning in Figure 6.4 (b), where we train a model with parameters \( \theta \) on a background dataset of spoken words with many labelled examples for speech classification—we describe later how we extend this to the multimodal case. This model is trained on a variety of many speech classification tasks, each of which contains a number of spoken word classes and only a few labelled examples per class—much like episodes \( T \) in the one-shot learning problem setting. This may be simulated using a large dataset of spoken words with many labelled examples by repeatedly sampling a number of word classes and only one or a few examples per class: i.e. \( T \sim p(T) \). Once again, we consider the example where one such source task is classifying spoken words for classes bicycle, motorcycle, dog and squirrel in Figure 6.4 (b). Using the shared knowledge among this and many other such tasks, we meta-learn an optimal \( \theta \), or prior, which enables us to efficiently transfer learn novel target classes such as the spoken words horse and bird which have only a few labelled examples. Meta-learning achieves this goal by explicitly learning an optimal initialisation such that fine-tuning is effective: model parameters quickly adapt to new tasks with limited data. This is illustrated by the hypothetical trajectories (represented as dashed lines) toward adapted \( \theta \) which are optimal for source tasks and target tasks (depicted in the figure as purple and blue circles respectively); the result of adapted model parameters is learned representa-
tions which are useful for determining similarity on examples from an adapted task. This is different to the fine-tuning approach to transfer learning (§6.2) which only implicitly learns an optimal initialisation for adaptation. The high-level intuition motivating meta-learning is demonstrated by the optimal \( \theta \) in Figure 6.4 (b) which is better positioned among the seen source tasks (each word may be viewed as a separate task) and unseen target tasks and is more direct during fine-tuning in comparison to plain transfer learning, as shown in Figure 6.4 (a).

One successful approach to this type of meta-learning is the popular model-agnostic meta-learning algorithm (MAML) (Finn et al., 2017a,b; Finn and Levine, 2018; Finn, 2018). MAML is a simple approach to meta-learning that is referred to as model-agnostic since it may be applied to any model architecture that is trained with gradient descent, while adding no additional parameters. As previously illustrated, MAML trains a model on many different but related tasks and optimises the model parameters to be easy to fine-tune on small amounts of data from each task. This simple and effective meta-learning algorithm has also achieved some of the most impressive results on unimodal one-shot learning tasks. We consider MAML instead of black-box meta-policy approaches such as memory-augmented neural networks (MANN) (Santoro et al., 2016) and simple neural attentive meta-learner (SNAIL) (Mishra et al., 2018) which perform comparably, but expand the number of learned parameters and place constraints on the model architecture—e.g. MANN requires using a recurrent neural network model architecture and SNAIL requires using temporal convolutions and a causal attention mechanism. We extend MAML to the weakly supervised multimodal setting such that we meta-learn the parameters for a deep audio visual embedding network (DAVENet) (§6.2) for quickly learning new words and object categories. We first describe MAML and then show how we extend this to multimodal model-agnostic meta-learning (MuMAML).

Concretely, in our view of MAML, we consider a one-shot meta-learning phase, where at each training step a number of meta-training tasks \( T \) are sampled from a distribution over related tasks \( T \sim p(T) \). Each task contains \( L \) novel classes and we sample one example per class. A model is then trained, or fine-tuned, on the examples from each of these tasks separately based on some objective \( \mathcal{L} \). A single training step is demonstrated in Figure 6.5 for a set of three speech classification tasks, where each task \( T \) consists of four word classes—i.e. four-way one-shot learning problem. Importantly, the figure depicts a space of possible configurations for model parameters \( \theta \) and a hypothetical meta-training trajectory (represented as a solid line) through the parameter space during training with gradient descent. Each of the coloured circles represent a single meta-training task; for example, the blue circle depicts the task of classifying spoken words for novel classes \{mountain, kayak, table, pencil\}. Again, these circles do not represent regions in the embedding space. Instead, the location of a coloured circle in parameter space indicates the optimal configuration of \( \theta \) for the best performance on the meta-training task contained within the circle—i.e. \( \theta \) should be in close proximity to the task circle. Fine-tuning the current configuration of \( \theta \) (at the end of meta-training trajectory) with gradient descent on one-shot meta-training data from each task results in the hypothetical trajectories (represented as
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Figure 6.5: Meta-learning demonstrated for spoken word classification tasks. Model parameters $\theta$ are fine-tuned (dashed lines) on a small number of meta-training data from each task and then evaluated on meta-testing data at these updated parameters. The resulting meta-testing error is used to meta-learn $\theta$ (solid line) such that it is fast to adapt to new tasks.

dashed lines) toward the adapted model parameters $\theta_1^*, \theta_2^*$ and $\theta_3^*$ which are optimal for each of the three tasks respectively. Following this fine-tuning step, we sample new unseen instances for each of the meta-training tasks and evaluate the objective $L$ on this meta-testing data with the respective adapted model parameters for each task. Finally, we meta-learn the parameters $\theta$ of the model by computing gradients on the meta-testing errors with respect to $\theta$ and applying gradient descent with the average across task gradients—this is demonstrated as $\nabla L_1$, $\nabla L_2$ and $\nabla L_3$ in the figure for each of the respective tasks and the combined meta-training trajectory (represented as a solid line). This completes a meta-learning step and we repeat this for a large number of steps, each of which samples a new set of tasks and train-test instances. In other words, we consider how well fine-tuning model parameters on limited data from each task performs on some testing data and use this information across tasks to guide model parameters such that it is quick and effective to fine-tune. The goal here is to meta-learn model parameters $\theta$ such that gradients computed on a few training examples from a new task result in rapid progress. As Finn et al. (2017a) describe it, we are essentially looking to find an initialisation for the model parameters such that small updates to these parameters with gradient descent lead to large improvements in performance on target tasks.

So far we have described a “species” of MAML in the supervised unimodal case. We now turn to the MOONSHOT setting and formally describe a new multimodal model-agnostic meta-learning algorithm (MuMAML) that learns to learn from weakly supervised multimodal paired information. Once again, we focus on learning from paired speech and image background data which does not contain the
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target one-shot classes and is weakly supervised by co-occurring context. One disadvantage of this approach is that we require supervised labels for the multimodal background data due to the sampling of meta-training and meta-testing pairs from the same classes during meta-learning. i.e., in contrast to the supervised models in Chapter 4 which require labelled background data separately for the audio and visual modalities, here we require paired labelled data. However, once learned, MuMAML may learn new tasks from weakly supervised paired information with only co-occurring context and no additional supervision.

Specifically, since we are interested in applying MuMAML to DA VEnet, we consider the blended triplet loss described in §6.2. To recap, this weakly supervised objective optimises DA VEnet embedding functions $f_a(\cdot)$ and $f_v(\cdot)$ respectively for paired speech and image inputs $(x_a, x_v)$, defined as:

$$\mathcal{L}_{\text{blend}}(f_a, f_v, x_a, x_v) = \mathcal{L}_{\text{random}}(f_a, f_v, x_a, x_v) + \mathcal{L}_{\text{semi-hard}}(f_a, f_v, x_a, x_v)$$ (6.3.1)

where $\mathcal{L}_{\text{random}}$ and $\mathcal{L}_{\text{semi-hard}}$ are triplet loss terms (see Equation 6.2.1)—the former randomly samples mismatched pairs and the latter samples mismatched pairs with semi-hard mining. In the context of meta-learning, we consider a task $\mathcal{T}$ which contains $L$ paired speech-image classes and generates i.i.d. observations $(x_a, x_v)$ for these classes. During meta-training, we sample one paired input per class from $\mathcal{T}$ resulting in a batch of $L$ speech-image pairs $\mathcal{D}_{\text{train}} = \{(x_a^{(j)}, x_v^{(j)})\}_{j=1}^L$. We then apply the blended triplet loss to optimise parameters $\theta$ of a DA VEnet model on meta-training data $\mathcal{D}_{\text{train}}$, defined as:

$$\mathcal{L}_{\mathcal{T}}(f_\theta) = \sum_{(x_a^{(j)}, x_v^{(j)}) \in \mathcal{D}_{\text{train}}} \mathcal{L}_{\text{blend}}(f_\theta, x_a^{(j)}, x_v^{(j)})$$ (6.3.2)

where we have aggregated the parameters of the speech and vision network branches ($f_a$ and $f_v$) into a single model $f_\theta$ for brevity. This results in a meta-training error which we use to adapt the model parameters $\theta$ to become $\theta'$. Specifically, the updated parameters $\theta'$ are computed with a step of gradient descent:

$$\theta' = \theta - \alpha \nabla_\theta \mathcal{L}_{\mathcal{T}}(f_\theta)$$ (6.3.3)

where $\alpha$ is the gradient descent step size (i.e. learning rate). We consider multiple gradient updates in this work and this is achieved by repeated application of Equation 6.3.3. We then sample a set of meta-testing data $\mathcal{D}_{\text{test}} = \{(x_a^{(j)}, x_v^{(j)})\}_{j=1}^N$ from $\mathcal{T}$. The adapted model $f_{\theta'}$ with parameters $\theta'$ is evaluated with the blended triplet loss on the meta-testing data—i.e. replace $\mathcal{D}_{\text{train}}$ with $\mathcal{D}_{\text{test}}$ in Equation 6.3.2 and compute the objective with model $f_{\theta'}$. This results in a meta-testing error which is used to optimise initial parameters $\theta$ for fast adaptation. This is achieved by optimising the adapted model $f_{\theta'}$ to perform well on the meta-testing data for task $\mathcal{T}$ with respect to initial model parameters $\theta$:

$$\min_{\theta} \mathcal{L}_{\mathcal{T}}(f_{\theta'}) = \min_{\theta} \mathcal{L}_{\mathcal{T}}(f_{\theta - \alpha \nabla_\theta \mathcal{L}_{\mathcal{T}}(f_\theta)})$$ (6.3.4)
Algorithm 6.1 Multimodal Model-Agnostic Meta-Learning for Speech and Images

Require: \( p(T) \): distribution over multimodal tasks; each task \( T \) contains \( L \) unique paired speech-image classes

Require: \( \alpha, \beta \): step size hyperparameters

1: randomly initialise model parameters \( \theta \)

2: while not done do

3: sample batch of tasks \( T_i \sim p(T) \)

4: for all \( T_i \) do

5: sample one speech-image example per class \( D_{\text{train}} = \{ (x_a^{(j)}, x_v^{(j)}) \}_{j=1}^{L} \)

6: evaluate \( \nabla_\theta \mathcal{L}_{T_i}(f_\theta) \) using \( D_{\text{train}} \) and \( \mathcal{L}_{T_i} \) in Equation 6.3.2

7: compute adapted parameters with gradient descent
\[
\theta'_i = \theta - \alpha \nabla_\theta \mathcal{L}_{T_i}(f_\theta)
\]

8: sample meta-testing speech-image examples \( D_{\text{test}}^{(i)} = \{ (x_a^{(j)}, x_v^{(j)}) \}_{j=1}^{N} \)

9: end for

10: update model parameters \( \theta \leftarrow \theta - \beta \nabla_\theta \sum_{T_i \sim p(T)} \mathcal{L}_{T_i}(f_{\theta'_i}) \)

11: end while

where \( \mathcal{L}_{T} \) is evaluated on \( D_{\text{test}} \). Importantly, we compute the weakly supervised objective \( \mathcal{L}_{T} \) with the adapted model parameters \( \theta' \) while optimising the initial model parameters \( \theta \). We perform this meta-optimisation across a batch of meta-training tasks \( T_i \) sampled from a distribution over related multimodal paired information tasks \( T_i \sim p(T) \). Specifically, we meta-learn the model parameters \( \theta \) with a stochastic gradient descent method for meta-optimisation across the batch of tasks, resulting in updated model parameters:

\[
\theta \leftarrow \theta - \beta \nabla_\theta \sum_{T_i \sim p(T_i)} \mathcal{L}_{T_i}(f_{\theta'_i}) \quad (6.3.5)
\]

where \( \beta \) is the meta-learning step size. This completes MuMAML and we summarise these steps in Algorithm 6.1.2

Essentially MuMAML optimises model parameters such that a few gradient descent steps on limited weakly supervised speech and image data from a new task performs well with respect to test data. Following training of DAVEnet or a similar model with the MuMAML algorithm, learning a new target task is as simple as applying the fine-tuning step described in Equation 6.3.3. For example, we may adapt model parameters in the MOONSHOT setting for target task \( T \) by evaluating \( \mathcal{L}_{T}(f_\theta) \) on a multimodal support set \( S = \{ (x_a^{(i)}, x_v^{(i)}) \}_{i=1}^{L} \sim T \) and performing the gradient descent step. In other words, training in the MOONSHOT setting is exactly the same as in the meta-training step of MuMAML. Therefore MuMAML directly optimises for the MOONSHOT problem.

2Note that we show only a single gradient update on meta-training data for brevity, although extending to multiple gradient updates is straightforward.
6.4 Chapter Summary

In summary, we have introduced a new cross-modal matching framework for the direct matching of speech to images within the multimodal one-shot learning problem setting; the aim of which is to improve on the limitations of the indirect matching framework: compounding errors from successive unimodal comparisons and an inability to fully take advantage of multimodal learning samples. This is achieved with end-to-end architecture that models cross-modal similarity. We proposed a deep audio-visual embedding network (DAVEnet) as an approach to learning a joint audio-visual metric space wherein we may perform cross-modal comparisons. We described how this model builds on Siamese triplet networks to metric learn cross-modal feature embeddings purely from weakly supervised speech paired with images, without any labels and disjoint from the one-shot learning task. One advantage of this model is that it may be fine-tuned directly on a weakly supervised multimodal support set, taking full advantage of these learning samples to update model parameters. Thereafter, we proposed an algorithm for training a DAVEnet model to explicitly learn how to learn quickly and effectively from few examples of novel weakly supervised speech-image pairs. We accomplish this within the framework of meta-learning, and formalise a multimodal model-agnostic meta-learning algorithm. We have shown how this approach directly optimises for the multimodal one-shot learning task. In the following chapter, we compare models within the indirect matching framework to DAVEnet models within the direct matching framework, trained both in the standard way and with our multimodal meta-learning algorithm, for multimodal one-shot learning on a complex benchmark dataset containing natural images paired with spoken words (see Chapter 7).
7 | Flickr 8K and Flickr Audio Experiments

In our previous investigation of Multimodal ONe-SHOT learning (MOONSHOT), we considered a simple benchmark task based on speech and image digits (Chapter 5). We now consider a more naturalistic setting that may capture some of the complexities of true one-shot learning in the wild. To accomplish this goal, we create a new MOONSHOT benchmark dataset from natural images paired with spoken words (§7.1). In addition, we introduce an accompanying natural speech and images background dataset, not containing any of the classes in the MOONSHOT task, which we use to train multimodal neural networks (§7.2). Thereafter, we describe our experimental setup (§7.3), including data preprocessing, the implementation and training of our models, and one-shot task evaluation. We consider both models using an indirect matching framework (Chapter 4), which we have investigated previously, as well as new models within a direct matching framework (Chapter 6). Finally, we present results for unimodal and multimodal one-shot task experiments on the benchmark dataset comparing these models and discuss the advantages and limitations of these approaches (§7.4).

7.1 A Multimodal Natural Speech and Images Benchmark Dataset

Although our previous investigation of a speech-image digit benchmark dataset has shown promising results (see Chapter 5), the task did not capture the complexity of one-shot learning in a naturalistic setting. To be clear, in the case of these speech-image digit pairs, there is no ambiguity as to which visual item or concept a spoken word refers to since only a single visual digit is present. This is unlike more realistic problem settings where an agent may be presented with an ambiguous visual context paired with a spoken description and must learn to identify which item or concept a word refers to. To demonstrate this scenario, consider the example image shown in Figure 7.1, paired with the spoken word “bird”. For an experienced learner who has

---

1Full code recipe for the Flickr 8K and Flickr Audio experiments described in this chapter available at: https://github.com/rpeloff/moonshot.
knowledge of what constitutes the concept *bird*, the task of identifying this image as containing a bird may seem trivial. However, consider that the image is paired with the novel spoken word “dax”. Now it is not clear whether this word refers to the bird, the crashing water, the river itself, the rocks or the flora. This is an example of the true MOONSHOT setting where a learner must simultaneously learn to recognise a new spoken word, identify which visual object or concept this word refers to and generalise to new instances of the spoken word or image *dax*. This leads us to introduce a new MOONSHOT benchmark dataset that emulates this setting: learning natural images paired with isolated spoken words. The image in this example is taken from this dataset.

Specifically, we consider the Flickr Audio Caption corpus (Harwath and Glass, 2015) which contains 40 000 spoken descriptions sampled at 16kHz for 8 000 natural images with 5 captions per image in the Flickr 8K corpus (Hodosh et al., 2013). Using the paired spoken captions and images from these datasets, we create a new MOONSHOT benchmark dataset. To construct this dataset, we first split the spoken captions into isolated words using the forced alignments obtained from Harwath and Glass (2015) (computed used the ground truth transcriptions). we apply a filtering process to select text “keywords” from the ground truth transcriptions of the spoken captions. These keywords correspond with the isolated spoken words for each of the images and the goal is to select words which are semantically relevant to their paired images. Keyword filtering involves the following steps applied to the ground truth text transcriptions for each spoken caption:

1. We apply a pre-trained English language model to process the textual sentences from ground truth transcriptions, identifying keyword tokens (i.e. individual words). This involves removing invalid tokens—specifically, commonly used stop words which should be ignored, punctuation and out-of-vocabulary
words—and performing lemmatisation to convert keywords to their dictionary form, or lemma, based on the intended meaning within a sentence (e.g. swimming $\rightarrow$ swim), allowing us to group variations of keywords. We achieve this using the publicly available spaCy large English model (Honnibal and Montani, 2017). This results in a number of keyword-image pairs.

2. We filter the quality of the identified keyword-image pairs by keeping only the keywords that occur in at least 2 of the 5 unique image captions. We found that this requirement significantly reduced the number of highly ambiguous words for a given image.

3. We then filter out keywords that are too infrequent for MOONSHOT. Since we are interested in evaluating a MOONSHOT learner on 1- and 5-shot tasks with up to 15 potential test queries from any given class (i.e. keyword), we remove keywords which are paired with less than 20 unique images.

This process results in a large dataset of filtered keyword-image pairs. We then randomly sample a small set of unique keywords from this data and manually remove a few ambiguous terms. This produced a set of 30 unique one-shot keyword classes which we consider for multimodal one-shot learning:

- asian basketball bench bird blonde boat car cliff climber dance fire floor ground guitar hair hill horse obstacle paddle path purple rope sand sled snowboard splash suit surfboard throw vest

We filter the dataset of keyword-image pairs keeping only these one-shot learning keyword classes. Finally, we use this data to form our natural MOONSHOT benchmark dataset, defining a task distribution from which we may sample MOONSHOT episodes $T \sim p(T)$. Specifically, for each keyword-image pair we retrieve the corresponding isolated spoken word (from the same image caption as the keyword) and natural image pair from the split Flickr Audio captions and Flickr 8K images respectively. Our resulting one-shot learning benchmark dataset contains 1346 unique speech-image pairs with 1243 unique images. The final splits that we use to form this benchmark dataset are made available as part of our code recipe for these experiments. We show excerpts for a few of the benchmark dataset classes in Appendix B.1.

### 7.2 Background Data for Neural Network Models

Aside from the direct feature matching baseline (§4.2), all of the models that we have proposed rely on some form of large background dataset for building on prior experience to perform one-shot learning. The neural network models within our indirect matching framework (Chapter 4) require supervised unimodal background data for training both speech and vision networks separately. This is different to the models in our direct matching framework (Chapter 6) which require multimodal paired
speech and image background data for joint audio-visual modelling. Specifically, in the case of a deep audio-visual embedding network (DAVEnet), we require only weakly supervised speech and image pairs, without any labels and only co-occurring context. This is advantageous since labelling such large datasets is expensive. In the case of DAVEnet trained with our multimodal model-agnostic meta-learning algorithm (MuMAML) we still require speech and image pairs, however we also require labels for these multimodal examples. As discussed in §6.3, this is due to the requirement for defining a distribution over tasks $p(\mathcal{T})$ where a task $\mathcal{T}$ contains a number of classes (i.e. labelled data) from which we may sample paired speech and image meta-training and meta-testing data. In any case, the Flickr Audio Caption corpus (Harwath and Glass, 2015) paired with the corresponding caption images in the Flickr 8K corpus (Hodosh et al., 2013) may be used for training all of these models since this dataset contains natural speech and image pairs as well as textual transcriptions which may be used for labels.

This dataset is the same as the one used to create a natural speech and images benchmark dataset for one-shot learning (§7.1). It is important to ensure that there is no overlap between the background training and validation data classes and the one-shot learning classes. We therefore first split the spoken captions into isolated words using the provided forced alignments and then follow the keyword filtering process (as described in §7.1 above) to the textual transcriptions of the spoken captions, resulting in a large dataset of filtered keyword-image pairs. Thereafter, we remove all images paired with the 30 one-shot keyword classes. Note that we also remove keyword-image pairs in cases where keywords are not in the one-shot keyword classes but have paired images that are in the one-shot learning dataset (i.e. by being paired with one of the one-shot keyword classes). The resulting dataset of keyword-image pairs is used to form our background dataset, disjoint from the one-shot learning benchmark dataset, by again retrieving the corresponding isolated spoken word and natural image pairs from the split Flickr Audio captions and Flickr 8K images respectively. The final background dataset contains 179 keyword classes, 21,094 unique speech-image pairs with 4,622 unique images for training and 2,575 unique speech-image pairs with 769 unique images for validation. For the unimodal models, we train on only the spoken words or images in this paired dataset respectively. When we require labels for supervision we use the lemmatised text keywords. We show the full list of multimodal background keyword classes in Appendix B.2. The final splits are also made available with our code recipe.

One problem with this background dataset is that it only contains 4,622 unique training images which is not sufficient for training a typical deep neural network from scratch, i.e. without any prior pre-training. In the case of our unimodal vision models we therefore make use of an extended background dataset comprised of the Flickr 30K (Young et al., 2014) and MSCOCO (Lin et al., 2014) image datasets. Like Flickr 8K, these datasets contain images paired with text captions. Flickr 8K is in fact included in Flickr 30K and we remove the duplicate instances from the latter. Once again, we need to ensure that these datasets do not contain any of the one-shot classes. We apply the same filtering process as described above to the text captions.
in these datasets to identify keyword-image pairs. We remove the one-shot keyword classes and use the resulting dataset of keyword-image pairs to retrieve images from the Flickr 30K and MSCOCO datasets respectively (where corresponding keywords are used as image labels). In combination with the images from our multimodal background dataset, this forms an extended supervised multi-label vision background dataset containing 1,256 keyword classes, 579,085 unique keyword-image pairs with 118,083 unique images for training and 20,313 unique keyword-image pairs with 5,397 unique images for validation.

7.3 Experimental Setup

In this section we discuss the details of our experiments on the natural speech and images benchmark: preprocessing applied to the speech and image data (§7.3.1), implementation and training procedure of our proposed models (§7.3.2) and how we evaluate the unimodal and multimodal one-shot tasks (§7.3.3).

7.3.1 Data Preprocessing

We first describe speech preprocessing and then image preprocessing. We parametrise speech as mel-frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCC) with first and second order derivatives, computed with a 25 millisecond window size and a 10 millisecond frame shift, yielding 39-dimensional feature vectors for isolated spoken words in both the background dataset and the one-shot learning dataset. For our neural network models (which require fixed length inputs), we centre zero-pad or crop speech segments to 140 frames. Although dynamic time warping (DTW) may deal directly with variable length segments given that we normalise out their duration, we follow the suggestions of Mueen and Keogh (2016) and re-interpolate all speech segments to have the same length as the longest segment in the batch before applying the DTW algorithm. This simplifies the problem of choosing a suitable normalisation. When comparing MFCC-encoded speech segments using DTW, we standardise the speech features using the mean and variance computed per feature dimension from the background training data.

Image pixels are normalised to the range $[-1, 1]$. For direct feature matching baseline with cosine distance over image pixels, we square crop images along their shortest edge and upsample or downsample to $256 \times 256$. We take a different approach when training our neural network models and follow the typical procedure in computer vision where image data is augmented to maximise the available training data and improve the generalisation ability of these models. We specifically follow the approach proposed by He et al. (2016) and perform the following steps: (1) an image is randomly resized along its shortest edge to values in the range $[299, 480]$ for scale augmentation, (2) the image is randomly flipped left or right for horizontal flip augmentation, (3) the image colour is augmented by randomly selecting brightness and saturation adjustments and random ordering of these operations and finally (4)
the image is randomly square cropped to $299 \times 299$. This results in an image that is a potentially zoomed in crop of the original image. Testing the neural network models follows the same as direct pixel matching and we simply square crop and resize images along their shortest edge to $299 \times 299$. Image inputs to the neural network models are $299 \times 299$ which is the required input dimension and we discuss this below.

### 7.3.2 Model Implementation

We implement all of our neural network models in TensorFlow (TF) (Abadi et al., 2015) and unless specified otherwise we build these network from the ground up using TF layers—we provide our implementation of these networks in the code recipe as a contribution. We consider convolutional neural networks for modelling both spoken words and visual objects. In all cases, we follow a transfer learning approach to training, where we first train a classification network and apply this network as a pre-trained feature extractor for the data used to train our target neural networks. Essentially we freeze the parameters of a pre-trained classifier network and remove the final layer which computes unnormalised log-probabilities specific to the classification pre-training (i.e. the logits layer). The resulting network, which we refer to as the base network, is then used for training all other neural network models by appending additional neural network layers to the top of this network. We note that implementation is simpler as we simply need to extract embeddings for training and testing data using the base network and then apply these embeddings as input to the target neural networks. In each epoch, or iteration of the training data, we sample a new set of 4 random data augmentations for each of the images in the training data (§7.3.1).

We carefully select the hyperparameters described in this section by tuning models using one-shot error on the validation sets of the background data. This results in models which perform as best as possible during evaluation such that their underlying mechanisms may be fairly compared. All of our neural network models are trained for 100 epochs using the Adam optimiser (Kingma and Ba, 2015) with a learning rate of $3 \cdot 10^{-4}$ which is step decayed by 0.96 after every 2 epochs. We also apply gradient norm clipping to mitigate exploding gradients (Pascanu et al., 2013), where gradients are scaled such that the global L2-norm is not larger than 5. We tuned all our models using unimodal or multimodal one-shot learning respectively on the background validation data. We also perform early stopping based on the one-shot validation task.

**Speech Models** For modelling spoken words we implement a base convolutional neural network with the same architecture as the speech branch of the deep audio-visual embedding network (DAVEnet) proposed in Harwath et al. (2018, 2019). This network has the following architecture: an input layer; batch normalisation (BN), $39 \times 1$ convolution with 128 filters; rectified linear unit (ReLU); $1 \times 11$ convolution with 256 filters; BN; ReLU; $1 \times 2$ max pooling; $1 \times 17$ convolution with 512
filters; BN; ReLU; 1 × 2 max pooling; 1 × 17 convolution with 512 filters; BN; ReLU; 1 × 2 max pooling; 1 × 17 convolution with 1024 filters; BN; ReLU; global average pooling; dropout; 2048-unit fully-connected; ReLU; dropout. Here we have changed the embedding dimension of the DAVNet speech branch from 512 in the original architecture to 1024 and added a global average pooling layer (to collapse the temporal dimension) followed by a 2048-unit fully-connected layer and ReLU. We also followed the typical computer vision practice of adding batch normalisation (BN) (Ioffe and Szegedy, 2015) layers and dropout layers (Srivastava et al., 2014). Both of these layers have been shown to regularise neural networks and improve their generalisation ability. We specifically use BN to regularise convolutional layers and dropout to regularise fully-connected layers. We found a dropout rate of 0.2 to work well on the validation task. To train this base network, we add an additional 179-unit fully-connected logits layer with softmax activation for the spoken word classes in the background data (§7.2). We then optimise model parameters to minimise a categorical cross-entropy objective on the training data, sampling batches of 32 spoken words at each step. This results in both a trained speech base network (without the logits layer) and a classifier speech model (§4.3) which we apply within our indirect matching framework and test for one-shot learning. We then trained a Siamese speech model (§4.4) on top of the pre-trained (frozen) base network, adding only a linear 1024-unit fully-connected layer with L2 normalisation, again on the spoken word background data. Like in our previous experiments on the digits benchmark dataset (§7.3.2), we sample balanced batches of \( p = 64 \) and \( k = 8 \) examples from which we may select triplet pairs. We consider online semi-hard mining of triplet pairs in these experiments and our Siamese speech model corresponds to the Siamese CNN (online) described in §4.4.

**Vision Models** To model visual objects in images we use the InceptionV3 network architecture (Szegedy et al., 2016), which has been shown to achieve impressive results compared to the state-of-the-art computer vision models on the ImageNet classification challenge (Russakovsky et al., 2015). Yet, this model has far fewer parameters than most of its competitors such as the VGG network (Simonyan and Zisserman, 2015) that is used by Harwath et al. (2018, 2019) as the architecture for the DAVNet vision branch. This smaller architecture is accomplished by incorporating novel factorised convolutions and strong regularisation techniques. To implement this network we use the pre-built module available in TF and discard the final logits layer which is specific to ImageNet classification. Importantly, we do not use the pre-trained ImageNet weights that may be loaded with this module since the visual objects present in the ImageNet images overlap with the one-shot classes that we consider. Instead, we train InceptionV3 from random initialisation. We do not describe the full InceptionV3 architecture here for the sake of brevity.

---

2We specifically used the tf.keras.applications.InceptionV3 module available in TensorFlow 2.0.
but the reader can consult our released code for further details.\(^3\) Here we simply note that InceptionV3 takes as input $299 \times 299 \times 3$ RGB-colour images, processes images with a sequence of convolutional blocks containing different configurations of convolution layers, and outputs global average pooled (to collapse the spatial dimensions) embeddings with dimension 2048. We encourage the interested reader to investigate (Szegedy et al., 2016) for further details on the InceptionV3 architecture. We also add a dropout layer with rate 0.2 to the top of InceptionV3. We trained this vision base network by adding a final 1256-unit fully-connected logits layer with sigmoid activation for the image classes in the extended multi-label vision background dataset (§7.2). Here we are dealing with a multi-label multi-class classification problem, where all classes present in a given image should be correctly identified. To accomplish this we use each of the network output logits as a Bernoulli variable specifying the probability of the corresponding class being present in an image. Since each image has only 1 or a few labels present (i.e. sparse multiple labels), we found that using a binary cross-entropy objective applied to the logits did not perform well (as measured by precision and recall) and would often converge to predicting no classes as being present in an image (i.e. the majority case). To remedy this we investigated training with focal loss (Lin et al., 2017), an objective that adds a simple factor to the cross-entropy objective to focus in on the more difficult example which are misclassified. The intuition is that the negative log-likelihood $-\log(p)$ for easy outputs where $p \geq 0.5$ and a class is correctly predicted as present is significant enough that the sum over many such outputs outweighs the few difficult cases where $p < 0.5$ and classes are misclassified. The focal loss mitigates this effect by reducing the magnitude of the loss for easy outputs and is defined as:

$$L_{\text{focal}} = -y(1-p)^\gamma \log(p) - (1-y)p^\gamma \log(1-p)$$

(7.3.1)

where $\gamma$ is a “focussing” parameter. Larger values for $\gamma$ decrease the effect of correctly classified outputs at a faster rate. Note that when $\gamma = 0$ in Equation 7.3.1, it reduces to the standard cross-entropy objective. We optimised the parameters of the InceptionV3 model to minimise the focal loss on the background training data, sampling batches of 32 images at each step. We found $\gamma = 2$ to work well, resulting in precision of 0.568 and recall of 0.359 on the validation data, improving on binary cross-entropy. Similar to before, this gave a trained vision base network (without the logits layer) and a classifier vision model (§4.3) which we apply within our indirect matching framework and test for one-shot learning. To demonstrate the class leakage that the ImageNet weights introduce, we also consider an oracle classifier vision model which loads the InceptionV3 module with pre-trained ImageNet weights and performs no further training. This model has “seen” the one-shot classes which overlap with the ImageNet classes resulting in an unfair advantage over true one-shot learners. Finally, we trained a Siamese vision model (§4.4) on top of the pre-trained (frozen) base network, adding only a linear 1024-unit fully-connected layer with L2 normalisation. As with the Siamese speech model, we sample balanced batches of

\(^3\)Code available at: https://github.com/rpeloff/moonshot.
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$p = 32$ and $k = 4$ from which we may select triplet pairs using online semi-hard mining.

Audio-Visual Models We train audio-visual neural network models for our direct matching framework (§6.1) building on the base speech and vision networks discussed above. Specifically, we train a DAVEnet audio-visual model (§6.2) by adding small feedforward neural networks on top of the pre-trained frozen speech and vision base networks. We use the same architecture for both the speech and vision networks: 1024-unit fully-connected; ReLU; dropout; 512-unit fully-connected; L2 normalisation. We set the dropout layer to have rate 0.2 as with our prior models. We trained this model on the paired speech and image background dataset (§7.2), without using any labels and considering only weakly supervised pairs, sampling batches of 256 speech-image pairs at each step. During validation we fine-tune DAVEnet on the multimodal one-shot validation data for 10 steps of stochastic gradient descent (SGD) with learning rate $5 \cdot 10^{-3}$. Finally, we trained a variant of this model with our MuMAML algorithm (§6.3). Specifically, we train a MuMAML audio-visual model, with the same architecture as the DAVEnet model, on the paired speech and image background data, utilising the labels to sample batches of 4 tasks containing 10 classes at each step for meta-learning. This model was trained for 75 000 steps with a meta-learning rate $\beta = 3 \cdot 10^{-4}$, using 5 gradient descent steps on one-shot meta-training data and (inner) learning rate $\alpha = 5 \cdot 10^{-3}$. After every 5 000 steps, we decayed the meta-learning rate by 0.96 and validated the model. As with DAVEnet, we fine-tune MuMAML on the multimodal one-shot validation data for 5 steps of SGD with learning rate $5 \cdot 10^{-3}$ (the same setup as used during meta-training).

Fine-Tuning Models We fine-tune both unimodal and multimodal models. In both cases, we found that fine-tuning with the Adam (Kingma and Ba, 2015) optimiser performed better than using vanilla stochastic gradient descent (SGD) and we use this throughout testing. In the unimodal one-shot learning case, speech and vision classifiers are fine-tuned by replacing the logits layer with a new softmax logits layer for the $L$ one-shot classes. We fine-tune these networks for 15 SGD steps with learning rate $1 \cdot 10^{-2}$ on shuffled mini-batches (maximum size 32 if possible) sampled from labelled unimodal one-shot support sets. We present two variants of this fine-tuned model, one where we match with cosine similarity on the fine-tuned embedding layer and another where we match with the new softmax classification outputs. For the former we freeze all network layers before the final fully-connected layer (prior to the logits), while for classification we freeze all network parameters except for the new logits layer. Unimodal speech and vision Siamese models are fine-tuned by simply applying the triplet loss on the labelled unimodal one-shot support sets. No extra layers are added and we freeze all network layers besides the final fully-connected layer. We fine-tune these models for 15 SGD steps with learning rate $1 \cdot 10^{-2}$ for 10-way tasks and $1 \cdot 10^{-3}$ for 20-way tasks. Note that we cannot fine-tune here in the one-shot case and only consider five-shot fine-tuning since the
triplet loss relies on at least two examples per class to form a minimum of one anchor-positive pair. In the multimodal case, only DAVEnet and the MuMAML variant can be fine-tuned. In fact, without fine-tuning these models are evaluated for zero-shot learning. We fine-tune both models by freezing only the base networks and applying the blended triplet loss on the weakly supervised multimodal support set for 15 SGD steps with learning rate $5 \cdot 10^{-3}$ (the same setup as used during meta-training for MuMAML and background validation for both models).

### 7.3.3 One-Shot Task Evaluation

We evaluate all of our models on one-shot classification or matching tasks, and average accuracies reported over 400 episodes with 95% confidence intervals. Unimodal one-shot learning considers only spoken words or natural images randomly sampled from the respective benchmark dataset modality, while MOONSHOT episodes randomly sample paired natural speech and images from the benchmark dataset. We consider $L$-way one-shot and five-shot (§2.4) tasks for both $L = 10$ and $L = 20$ classes. We follow the same procedure as in our digits experiments (§5.3.3) when testing on a MOONSHOT task: a matching set is sampled, containing $N = L$ images (one for each of the $L$ image classes) not seen in the support set. A speech query instance from one of the $L$ spoken word classes is sampled, also not seen in the support set. The query then needs to be matched to the correct item in the matching set. Testing unimodal one-shot learning is similar but without a matching set, where we instead sample only unseen speech or image queries for the classes in the support set which need to be classified to the correct class. Within a unimodal or multimodal episode, 15 different query instances—and matching sets in the multimodal case—are sampled while keeping the support set fixed.

### 7.4 Experimental Evaluation

We now consider unimodal and multimodal one-shot learning experiments on the natural speech and images benchmark dataset. In our initial investigation of this complex dataset we test our proposed unimodal models on one-shot speech classification (§7.4.1) and one-shot image classification (§7.4.2). Thereafter, we evaluate MOONSHOT models within both our indirect matching framework and our new direct framework for cross-modal matching of speech to images (§7.4.3). We then perform one final investigation on the speaker invariance of our MOONSHOT models where we test if they are invariant to the query speaker (§7.4.4).

#### 7.4.1 One-Shot Speech Classification

Unimodal one-shot speech classification has so far only been considered in Lake et al. (2014) and our prior work on the digits benchmark dataset (Eloff et al., 2019) (see Chapter §5). We now consider this task on the isolated spoken words from the Flickr-Audio caption corpus (§7.1) which has not been considered before. Here we
Table 7.1: 10- and 20-way 1- and 5-shot speech classification results on isolated spoken words sampled from the Flickr Audio dataset.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Speech Model</th>
<th>Match</th>
<th>Fine-Tune</th>
<th>10-way Accuracy</th>
<th>20-way Accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Random</td>
<td>random</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>9.5 ± 0.7</td>
<td>4.7 ± 0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DTW</td>
<td>cosine</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>69.2 ± 1.4</td>
<td>60.6 ± 1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Classifier</td>
<td>cosine</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>88.5 ± 0.9</td>
<td>83.9 ± 1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Classifier</td>
<td>cosine</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>89.8 ± 0.9</td>
<td>95.1 ± 0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Classifier</td>
<td>softmax</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>89.3 ± 0.9</td>
<td>85.1 ± 0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Siamese</td>
<td>cosine</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>89.6 ± 0.9</td>
<td>85.2 ± 1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Siamese</td>
<td>cosine</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>94.4 ± 0.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7.2: 10- and 20-way 1- and 5-shot image classification results on natural images sampled from the Flickr 8K dataset.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vision Model</th>
<th>Match</th>
<th>Fine-Tune</th>
<th>10-way Accuracy</th>
<th>20-way Accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Random</td>
<td>random</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>9.5 ± 0.7</td>
<td>4.7 ± 0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pixels</td>
<td>cosine</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>15.7 ± 1.0</td>
<td>10.1 ± 0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oracle</td>
<td>cosine</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>41.3 ± 1.4</td>
<td>31.6 ± 1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Classifier</td>
<td>cosine</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>33.6 ± 1.3</td>
<td>24.3 ± 1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Classifier</td>
<td>cosine</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>33.9 ± 1.3</td>
<td>24.3 ± 1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Classifier</td>
<td>softmax</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>34.4 ± 1.3</td>
<td>25.0 ± 1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Siamese</td>
<td>cosine</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>35.5 ± 1.4</td>
<td>25.7 ± 1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Siamese</td>
<td>cosine</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>40.8 ± 1.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

investigate only the unimodal speech models that we proposed within our indirect matching framework (see Chapter §4) since they may be applied directly to this task. Table 7.1 shows 10- and 20-way 1- and 5-shot speech classification results. The neural network models outperform the DTW direct feature matching baseline. Without fine-tuning, the Siamese speech model performs better compared to the baseline models. However, the classifier model with fine-tuned feature embeddings shows some gains without too much overfitting, achieving the best overall performance on the 10-way tasks. This is less clear for the 20-way tasks where the difference between models is marginal and Siamese models have a slight edge. We note again that we cannot fine-tune the Siamese speech model in the one-shot case.
7.4.2 **One-Shot Image Classification**

Next, we consider unimodal one-shot image classification. Once again, we investigate only the models proposed within our indirect matching for one-shot learning complex natural images. Table 7.2 shows 10- and 20-way 1- and 5-shot image classification results. While our direct feature pixel matching baseline performs better than chance, it is outperformed by the neural network models. Here it is not clear which of the neural network models is best overall. The Siamese model performs best on one-shot tasks, beating the classifier model with and without fine-tuning. Meanwhile for five-shot tasks, the classifier model shows increased benefit from fine-tuning. As discussed previously (§7.3.2), we include results for an oracle vision model which was trained for state-of-the-art results ImageNet classification. Without any further training on our background data, this model achieves the best results overall. The ImageNet data contains the classes used here for one-shot learning and this model has an unfair advantage. Yet, the results are still reasonably close to that achieved by our true one-shot learner models. It is clear that one-shot learning of the complex natural images is a challenging task. Accuracies are also overall lower in comparison to one-shot speech classification. To our knowledge, one-shot learning of the Flickr 8K images has not been considered in other studies on unimodal one-shot learning and is clearly a challenging problem. As with our digits experiments, we note the performance of these models influences the results of cross-modal matching within the indirect matching framework for the multimodal case, where these vision models are paired with the speech models seen before.

7.4.3 **One-Shot Cross-Modal Matching of Speech to Images**

We now consider the MOONSHOT problem setting. Table 7.3 shows 10- and 20-way 1- and 5-shot cross-modal matching of isolated spoken words to natural images sampled from the paired Flickr Audio and Flickr 8K benchmark dataset. Here the Siamese vision and speech models within the indirect matching framework achieve the best results on one-shot tasks, while the fine-tuned joint audio-visual MuMAML model which directly matches speech to images performs best on five-shot tasks. All of the neural network models perform better than the DTW and pixels direct feature matching baseline, which itself is only marginally better than a random baseline at one-shot matching speech to images. We included results for the oracle vision model paired with the classification speech model discussed previously. Although this model has an unfair advantage, MuMAML narrowly manages to outperform it on the ten-way five-shot task. The results for the DAVEnet and MuMAML models without any fine-tuning are zero-shot since these models may compare speech to images without seeing any learning samples. Both zero-shot results are better than the direct feature matching baseline, demonstrating that these models encode a general prior relevant for transfer learning on new unseen tasks. Specifically, when these models are fine-tuned on one-shot learning samples they result in large improvements for one- and five-shot learning compared to zero-shot learning. This also
demonstrates less overfitting than in the case of unimodal one-shot learning models (§7.4.1 and §7.4.2).

Although the Siamese model achieves the best results on one-shot tasks, this model and the classifier model require supervised background data, with the vision branch of these models trained on the large extended background dataset. Meanwhile, the direct matching DAVEnet and MuMAML models are trained on a smaller paired speech and image background dataset. These end-to-end architectures could potentially be improved if a larger multimodal background dataset is used for training.\footnote{We do not perform ablation experiments to test this hypothesis since collecting additional paired speech-image examples to increase the size of the multimodal background dataset is a long and costly process. Instead we motivate this as a potential direction for future work.} We note again that DAVEnet has the additional advantage that it requires only weakly supervised background data without any labels. Although, in this case, we train the DAVEnet and MuMAML models on top of the pre-trained speech and vision base networks which do make use of supervised data for pre-training. We trained these models in this way since we only have a small training dataset. However, it is still possible to train such networks from scratch with enough data, as shown by Harwath \textit{et al.} (2018). The DAVEnet and MuMAML model also show large improvements in the case of five-shot tasks, outperforming our other models. This demonstrates that the direct matching models which may be fine-tuned on multimodal support sets take full advantage of the learning samples, scaling better as more examples become available. The best accuracies on each of the MOONSHOT tasks are lower than the accuracies on the respective unimodal one-shot speech classification (see Table 5.1) and unimodal one-shot image classification (see Table 7.2) tasks. We noted previously that this is due to the compounding errors of the models in the indirect matching framework. We observe this effect again in the case of the direct matching models simply due to the difficulty of the MOONSHOT problem in the complex natural setting.

7.4.4 Analysis of Speaker Invariance

In the final investigation of our proposed MOONSHOT models, we consider how invariant these models are to the specific query speaker in the MOONSHOT setting. As in our digits benchmark experiments (§5.4.4), we consider tasks where one user teaches an agent and another user tests the system. Specifically, we consider the extreme case where the matching item in the support set is the only item not coming from the query speaker. We would like our models to be invariant to the query speaker, such that words from the same speaker as the query in the support set (for the incorrect items) are acoustically more different than the correct word from a different speaker. We test this setting following the same procedure as before: we sample a support set where all spoken words are from the same speaker as the speech query, except for the one instance matching the query word which is produced by a different speaker. The spoken words from the same speaker as the speech query distract from the true match and effective models should be invariant to these speakers. Table 7.4
Table 7.3: 10- and 20-way 1- and 5-shot cross-modal matching of isolated spoken words to natural images sampled from the paired Flickr Audio and Flickr 8K benchmark dataset for evaluating MOONSHOT.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cross-Modal Model</th>
<th>Match</th>
<th>Fine-Tune</th>
<th>10-way Accuracy</th>
<th>20-way Accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1-shot (%)</td>
<td>5-shot (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1-shot (%)</td>
<td>5-shot (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Random</td>
<td>random</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>9.7 ± 0.8</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>–</td>
<td>5.1 ± 0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DTW + Pixels</td>
<td>cosine</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>12.6 ± 0.9</td>
<td>12.9 ± 0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>6.6 ± 0.6</td>
<td>7.3 ± 0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oracle</td>
<td>cosine</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>37.2 ± 1.3</td>
<td>39.7 ± 1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>27.1 ± 1.3</td>
<td>28.4 ± 1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Classifiers</td>
<td>cosine</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>31.6 ± 1.3</td>
<td>32.3 ± 1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>20.8 ± 1.1</td>
<td>21.7 ± 1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Siamese</td>
<td>cosine</td>
<td>–</td>
<td><strong>32.1 ± 1.3</strong></td>
<td><strong>33.2 ± 1.3</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>21.4 ± 1.1</strong></td>
<td><strong>23.0 ± 1.1</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DAVEnet</td>
<td>cosine</td>
<td>No†</td>
<td>14.5 ± 1.0</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>9.5 ± 0.8</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DAVEnet</td>
<td>cosine</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>26.9 ± 1.3</td>
<td>37.5 ± 1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>16.6 ± 1.0</td>
<td>25.2 ± 1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MuMAML</td>
<td>cosine</td>
<td>No†</td>
<td>18.1 ± 1.1</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>11.8 ± 0.9</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MuMAML</td>
<td>cosine</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td><strong>29.1 ± 1.3</strong></td>
<td><strong>40.3 ± 1.3</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>17.1 ± 1.0</strong></td>
<td><strong>26.4 ± 1.2</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

† The results shown for DAVEnet and MuMAML without fine-tuning are zero-shot.

Table 7.4: Speaker invariance tests for 10–way 1- and 5-shot cross-modal natural speech-image matching. All support set items are from the same speaker as the speech query, except for the support set item actually matching the query.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cross-Modal Model</th>
<th>Match</th>
<th>Fine-Tune</th>
<th>10-way Accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1-shot (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1-shot (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Random</td>
<td>random</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>9.7 ± 0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>12.7 ± 1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Classifiers</td>
<td>cosine</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>28.6 ± 2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Siamese</td>
<td>cosine</td>
<td>–</td>
<td><strong>30.2 ± 2.2</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DAVEnet</td>
<td>cosine</td>
<td>No†</td>
<td>10.9 ± 1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>25.9 ± 1.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MuMAML</td>
<td>cosine</td>
<td>No†</td>
<td>14.9 ± 1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MuMAML</td>
<td>cosine</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>26.0 ± 2.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

shows results for 10–way 1- and 5-shot cross-modal natural speech-image matching under this extreme setting. While most of the models experience a drop in accuracy compared to the results in Table 7.3 (first two columns), the decrease is small and the features learned by the neural network models are reasonably invariant of the
specific speaker, generalising to other speakers. Interestingly, the drop is smallest for the direct matching DAVEnet model adapted on the multimodal support set and the indirect matching Siamese vision and speech models. Both of these models directly optimise for an effective metric space and this appears to capture fine-grained word similarities.

7.5 Chapter Summary

This chapter introduced and investigated a new complex benchmark dataset for multimodal one-shot learning containing natural images paired with spoken words. In addition we developed a related multimodal background dataset not containing the one-shot learning classes which may be used to train neural network models for this setting. We compared several models within two frameworks, one that indirectly matches speech to images using unimodal comparisons and the other that directly matches speech to images by jointly modelling speech and images. Specifically, for indirect matching, we compared transfer learning approaches with both classification and Siamese neural networks for learning separate unimodal networks which may be extended to the multimodal case, where the latter performed better on both unimodal (§7.4.1 and §7.4.2) and multimodal (§7.4.3) one-shot tasks by directly optimising for effective comparisons. We then compared these models to multimodal transfer learning approaches for direct matching that directly optimise for effectively comparing speech and images. Although the indirect matching models performed better on the one-shot tasks, the direct matching models showed best results on five-shot tasks. We discussed that this is due to the advantage that these models may directly update their parameters with a few-steps of gradient descent on the multimodal support set, resulting in better scaling as more examples become available. Specifically, our deep audio-visual embedding network trained with a novel multimodal model-agnostic meta-learning algorithm for fast adaptation on a few weakly supervised examples achieved our best results with a cross-modal matching accuracy of 40.3% for 10-way 5-shot learning and 26.4% for 20-way 5-shot learning. Finally, we demonstrate that all of the neural network models we have proposed are reasonably invariant to the specific speaker.
8 | Conclusion

8.1 Summary and Conclusions

This thesis introduced and formalised multimodal one-shot learning, specifically for learning spoken words and visual objects. Observing only one paired speech-image example from each class, a model is asked to pick the correct image for an unseen spoken query. We proposed two benchmark datasets for this task: a simple benchmark comprised of spoken and visual digits and a more complex benchmark comprised of natural images paired with spoken words. To accomplish this task we proposed models within two frameworks, one which indirectly matches speech to images and another that aims to improve on the former by directly matching speech to images. We proposed and evaluated several baseline and more advanced models within these frameworks. We show that a metric learning approach to transfer learning using unimodal Siamese neural networks achieves impressive results on the simple benchmark with a cross-modal matching accuracy of 70.12\% for 11-way 1-shot learning. We then show that the unimodal Siamese neural networks and multimodal deep audio-visual embedding networks achieve our most competitive results on the more complex benchmark tasks. Our overall best model learns how to learn from few examples of speech-image pairs within a meta-learning framework for directly matching speech to images. On our most difficult benchmark, this model achieved a cross-modal matching accuracy of 40.3\% for 10-way 5-shot learning and 26.4\% for 20-way 5-shot learning. We have shown that this problem setting is extremely challenging for a machine learning system—speaking in absolute terms, these scores are low, showing that there is still much to be done. However, these accuracies do indicate that there is promise and that this task is possible.

8.2 Future Work

One speculated limitation that we faced in this work was a lack of sufficient multimodal paired data for training deep audio-visual embedding networks. This is especially true when training this model using our novel multimodal model-agnostic meta-learning algorithm which benefits from a large variety of tasks such that it may learn to learn. These end-to-end architectures for matching speech to images could potentially be improved if a larger multimodal background dataset is used for
training. Future work could investigate obtaining such a background dataset not containing the one-shot classes and evaluating whether this increases the performance of models on multimodal one-shot learning tasks. Another idea that could be investigated in future work is the use of pre-training techniques for the multimodal one-shot learning models, for example, on large unsupervised datasets of spoken words and visual objects without weak supervision in the form of co-occurring context. Even if the unsupervised datasets contain the one-shot classes, there would be no supervisory signal for directly learning these concepts. This may be similar to how humans learn, where young children observe many new visual objects and spoken words in their environment. Only a few such instances are linked by directly co-occurring context—this is where multimodal one-shot learning might occur as children may quickly learn the correspondence between the audio and visual signal by building on prior experience. Extending meta-learning algorithms to the purely weakly supervised case could also be investigated in future work, since our approach requires labelled paired multimodal training data. Finally, by motivating and formalising the multimodal one-shot learning task and creating benchmark datasets with several baseline results, we hope to encourage future work on this challenging problem; the goal of which is to narrow the gap on achieving agents with a more general artificial intelligence, exhibiting the ability to learn new concepts such as spoken words and visual objects from limited data, similar to humans.

* * *

_The real goal of AI is to understand and build devices that can perceive, reason, act, and learn at least as well as we can._

— Astro Teller
Part IV

Appendices
A | **TIDIGITS AND MNIST EXPERIMENTS**

A.1 **ANALYSIS OF SPEAKER INVARIANCE IN ONE-SHOT SPEECH CLASSIFICATION**

Table A.1: Speaker invariance tests for 11-way 1-shot speech classification. All support set items are from the same speaker as the query, except for the support set item actually matching the query.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Speech Model</th>
<th>11-way Accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1-shot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DTW</td>
<td>53.27% ± 2.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FFNN Classifier</td>
<td>67.91% ± 4.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CNN Classifier</td>
<td>78.09% ± 3.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Siamese CNN (offline)</td>
<td>88.77% ± 1.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Siamese CNN (online)</td>
<td><strong>92.77% ± 1.11</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
B | Flickr 8K and Flickr Audio Experiments

B.1 Natural Speech and Images Benchmark Dataset Image Excerpts

Figure B.1: Excerpt of images paired with spoken word “bird”.
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Figure B.2: Excerpt of images paired with spoken word “surfboard”.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Image 1</th>
<th>Image 2</th>
<th>Image 3</th>
<th>Image 4</th>
<th>Image 5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Image 1" /></td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Image 2" /></td>
<td><img src="image3.png" alt="Image 3" /></td>
<td><img src="image4.png" alt="Image 4" /></td>
<td><img src="image5.png" alt="Image 5" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Stellenbosch University https://scholar.sun.ac.za
Figure B.3: Excerpt of images paired with spoken word “guitar”.

APPENDIX B. FLICKR 8K AND FLICKR AUDIO EXPERIMENTS

Stellenbosch University https://scholar.sun.ac.za
B.2 **Flickr 8K and Flickr Audio Background Dataset Keyword Classes**

adult air arm baby background backpack bag ball bar baseball beach bed bicycle bike biker bite black blue boy brick brown bubble building camera cap carry catch chair chase child city climb coat collar costume couple cover cross crowd dirt dog dress drink eat face fall fence field fight flag flip fly football fountain frisbee game girl glass grass grassy green greyhound group hand hang hat head helmet high hike hiker hit hockey hold ice jacket jean jump kick kid lake large laugh lay leap leash leg line little look man mountain mouth mud near night ocean old orange outside paint pant park people person picture play player playground playing point pole pool pose puppy push race rail railing ramp read red ride rider river road rock rocky run shirt short sidewalk sign sit ski skier slide small smile snow snowboarder snowy soccer stair stand step stick street striped sunglass surf surfer swim swimming swing table take talk tan team tennis track tree trick trunk try walk wall watch wave wear white window woman wood wooden yard yellow young
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